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FADE IN

EXT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND 40 YEARS AGO FLASHBACK

HAPPY MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At a local

elementary school playground, the kids are all having fun

playing at the playground.

TUCKER XANDER white, has black hair and blue eyes, smart,

complex, capable, and self-pride runs towards the

playground.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

While I was growing up, I was a

very intelligent child.

A BOY is sitting on the park bench trying to get some gum

off of his shoe. Tucker picks up a stick and picks the gum

off of the boy’s shoes.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I was also a very helpful child.

Helping my friends at school, with

all kinds of needs. Like trying to

get gum off of their shoes.

Tucker picks the gum off of the boy’s shoe. The Boy smiles

with relief. Suddenly a soccer ball rolls over to Tucker’s

feet.

TUCKER’S P.O.V

Tucker sees 5 kids who are waving to him.

RETURN TO SCENE

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Or just playing with friends. I am

always helping people.

Tucker kicks the soccer ball back to the kids. 1 of the kids

kicks the soccer ball into the air and the ball falls into

the soccer net.

CUT TO



2.

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM

In the classroom, the TEACHER writes on the chalkboard.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

But when it comes to careers. I

just don’t know what career I am

going to do for the rest of my

life.

The Teacher places papers down onto the students’ desk.

TEACHER (O.S)

Alright kids you have 1 hour to

complete this test. You have all

the time you need to take the test.

TUCKER XANDER P.O.V

Tucker looks at the Career Aptitude Test on his desk.

RETURN TO SCENE

TEACHER (V.O)

Your test begins...Now

Tucker picks up his pencil and starts to write down the

test.

CUT TO

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE LATER

Later in the Principal’s office, Tucker is sitting in the

middle of the Principal’s office with his parents on each

side of him.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

After the test, I was called to the

Principal’s office 3 days later and

it turns out that my Career test

has the highest score in my

school’s history. My parents were

pleased with that.

Tucker has a worried look on his face.

CUT TO
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INT. HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS (10 YEARS LATER)

In high school, Tucker OPENS his locker and puts a book into

his locker. Suddenly the SPEAKERS come on.

MALE SPEAKER (V.O)

((speakers))

Attention all students just a

reminder to sign up for your

internships today at the front

hall.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

And while I was in high school I

still can’t decide which career

path I will take.

Tucker CLOSES his locker and walks down the hallway.

CUT TO

EXT. SUBURBAN STREETS NIGHT TIME

Tucker is walking down the street at night.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

As I was walking home from my

after-school job 1 night, I notice

something falls from the sky.

Suddenly a MAN wearing a jet pack falls from the sky and

CRASH into a wooden fence.

Tucker runs over to the man. Tucker runs up to the fallen

man and sees that he was a SPY.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I ran up to help the man and found

out that he was a spy.

TUCKER XANDER

Are you alright sir?

SPY

Yeah kid I’m alright. Now I got to

get back to my mission. Where’s

that file?

Tucker sees a floppy disc on the ground. He picks it up and

gives it to the Spy.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

(To the Spy)

Is this is?

The Spy grabs it out of his hand and gets up off of the

ground. He puts his jet pack back onto his back.

SPY

Thanks, kids, now excuse me I got a

mission to complete.

TUCKER XANDER

Wait?... Are you a spy?

The Spy slowly turns his back to Tucker.

SPY

Yes...But don’t tell anyone else

who I am. Or we will find you.

The Spy presses a button on his jet pack and BLAST off into

the sky. Tucker smiles as he watches the spy fly into the

night sky.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Once that I saw that spy for the

first time, I knew that my career

is going to be a spy.

CUT TO

EXT. CIA HEADQUARTERS SECRET AGENT TRYOUTS (10 YEARS LATER)

At the CIA Secret Agent tryouts, the people and Tucker are

lined up in rows of 10.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Years later, after I graduated from

High School, I immediately go over

to the CIA secret agent tryouts to

become a secret agent.

They all salute the HEAD AGENT who came out into the

training grounds.

MONTAGE: TRAINING GROUNDS

-In the training grounds, Tucker and the others run through

muddy puddles.

- They go down onto their stomachs and crawl under some bob

wire.

(CONTINUED)
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- They climb up the climbing walls and leap over onto the

other side, and land on the ground.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I took the tryout of my life.

- Tucker leaps over some hurdlers.

-Tucker climbs up onto the ropes.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I completed the obstacle course.

- Tucker blocks a punch from a contender and throws a leg

sweep down onto him, knocking him to the ground.

- Tucker dodges 3 kicks and throws 3 counter kicks at a

contestant. Tucker throws a punch at the contestant and

knocks him to the ground.

- Tucker gets hit in the chest by a contestant and stumbles

backward. Tucker blocks the kick and leg sweeps the

contestant to the floor.

END OF MONTAGE

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Mastered the Physical part of the

test, mostly in hand-to-hand

combat.

CUT TO

INT. CIA HEADQUARTERS CLASSROOM

Tucker is in the middle of the classroom writing down onto a

test paper. He places down his pencil on the table and

grabs his test and walks up to the front desk.

Tucker places the test down onto the front deck and walks

out of the classroom.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

And mastered the writing part.

CUT TO
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INT. TUCKER’S APARTMENT FRONT DOOR (3 MONTHS LATER)

Tucker OPENS the door and sees that there is an envelope on

the welcome mat.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

3 months later I got the results

from the tryouts.

He picks it up and CLOSES the door behind him.

CUT TO

INT. TUCKER’S APARTMENT LIVING ROOM

Tucker sites down onto the coach and RIPS OPEN the envelope.

He takes out the letter from the envelope and reads it.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

As I read the letter, I found out

that... I didn’t get in.

Tucker reads the letter and then has a sad face upon his

face. Tucker drops the letter down to the floor.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE

Tucker walks out of the back of the Outback Steakhouse and

walks into the parking lot.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I knew that my dream of being a spy

was over...But each time I look up

into the night sky...

Tucker then looks up into the night sky, looking at the full

moon in the sky.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

....I remember that night I meet

the secret agent...And 1 day I will

become a great secret agent.

Tucker walks through the parking lot.

ZOOM IN: FULL MOON

The Camera ZOOMS in onto the full moon.

TITLE CARD THE XS

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO

EXT.INSURANCE COMPANY DAYTIME SUNNY (PRESENT-DAY)

SERIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A black car

drives into the parking lot. Tucker comes out of the car and

adjusts his black tie.

He walks up towards the building.

CUT TO

INT. INSURANCE COMPANY TUCKER’S CUBICLE

Tucker enters into his cubicle and sits down. He OPENS his

briefcase and takes out a stamp from his briefcase.

He raises it into the air and STAMPS it onto a piece of

paper. He raises it off of the paper, revealing a

DISCONTINUE STAMP on the paper.

An ANGRY WOMAN in her 60’s is sitting across from his deck.

ANGRY WOMAN

Are you crazy, you’re canceling my

insurance?

TITLE CARD 15 YEARS LATER

TUCKER XANDER

To be honest ma’am you didn’t pay

for your life insurance policy in

ages. We just have to cancel it.

ANGRY WOMAN

You are a monster, I hope you get

fired.

The Angry Woman stands up from her chair and slaps Tucker in

his face with her purse. She walks out from his cubical.

TUCKER XANDER

(to the woman)

I was just trying to be honest.

Tucker then TYPES down on his keyboard. Suddenly his BOSS

enters his cubical.

TUCKER’S BOSS

Hey Tucker could I talk with you

for a minute?

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

Yes, what’s the matter?

TUCKER’S BOSS

It appears that your reports in

insurance sales are pretty low.

Tucker looks worried

TUCKER XANDER

But that’s impossible I already

sold 5 more insurances clams to 5

more clients.

TUCKER’S BOSS

Not according to these numbers.

Tucker’s Boss takes out a file behind his back and place it

onto Tucker’s desk. Tucker OPENS the file and looks through

it. He has a sad face on his face.

TUCKER’S BOSS

I would like for you to pack up

your things and leave immediately,

you’re fired.

TUCKER XANDER

But where do I go from here?

TUCKER’S BOSS

Don’t worry, I have a good friend

of mine who is a boss at this great

restaurant.

CUT TO

INT. BURGER KING 5 WEEKS LATER

Tucker places a tray of a burger, a large fries, and a large

drink onto the counter. A Customer grabs the tray and walks

into the dining room.

Tucker comes up to his cash register.

TUCKER XANDER

Welcome to Burger King, may I take

your order.

CUSTOMER

Yes, I would like to have 1 Big

Mac, please.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

Sorry, but we don’t have Big Macs

here.

CUSTOMER

OK, how about a Baconnator?

TUCKER XANDER

We don’t sell those.

CUSTOMER

How about a Crunch Wrap?

TUCKER XANDER

Sir this is Burger King, we sell

Woopers, Cheesy Tots and Chicken

Sandwiches.

Then GARY in his late 50’s handsome, and has blue eyes walks

to Gary.

GARY

(to Tucker)

Hey Tucker could I see you in my

office for a minute?

TUCKER XANDER

Sure thing Gary.

Tucker goes into the back of the kitchen. 1 EMPLOYEE comes

up to the cash register.

BURGER KING EMPLOYEE

Welcome to Burger King. How may I

help you?

CUSTOMER

I would like to have 1 Wooper

please.

CUT TO

INT. BURGER KING BOSS’S OFFICE.

Tucker and Gary enter the back office. Gary sits down up at

his desk.

TUCKER XANDER

What do you need me here for?

(CONTINUED)
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GARY

Have a seat Tucker

Tucker sits down in the seat across from Gary’s desk.

GARY

So it turns out that you have been

messing up with some people’s

orders lately.

TUCKER XANDER

Just a little bit, why?

GARY

Remember Burger King’s Slogan “Have

it your way”, well you should’ve

let the customer have it his way

here at Burger King.

TUCKER XANDER

So you expect me to sneak out of

work, go to McDonald’s and drive

back here and give that guy a Big

Mac?

GARY

Yes, if you mess up with someone

else’s order against you’re out of

here.

Suddenly a FEMALE BURGER KING EMPLOYEE enters the office.

FEMALE BURGER KING EMPLOYEE

Sorry to interrupt, but the last

burger that Tucker has made has

pickles in it, and the man who ate

it is allergic to pickles.

GARY

Sorry Tucker, but I have to let you

go, but I can give you a Whopper

meal for 2 to go for you, free of

charge.

TUCKER XANDER

That will be great Gary that will

be great.

Tucker has a sad face on his face and puts his burger king

hat onto Gary’s desk.

CUT TO
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EXT. LOCAL BANK BIG CITY DAYTIME LATER

EVIL ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At a local bank,

some people are entering into the bank, while some are

exiting out of the bank.

Suddenly several black SUVs arrive at the front of the bank.

S.N.A.F.U MINIONS wearing black masks and glass globes over

their heads come out from the SUVs. A Man with a black globe

wearing a tanned trench coat comes out from the front seat

of 1 of the SUVs.

They walk over towards the bank.

CUT TO

INT. LOCAL BANK MAIN FLOOR LOBBY

In the bank, people are lined up on each side of the bank,

and several SECURITY GUARDS are watching over.

Suddenly a VERY LOUD SCREAM comes out of nowhere and the

front entrances of the bank BLOW UP sending DEBRIS FLYING

through the air and the front doors CRASHES onto the floor.

The MAN with the Black Globe on his head, the S.N.A.F.U

minions, and the SCREAM QUEENS twin banshees has light blue

skin, razor-sharp teeth and both wearing cheerleaders

outfits enter into the bank.

The Security guards point their guns at them.

SECURITY GUARD 1

FREEZE...DON’T MOVE!!!

The Man with the Black Globe SNAPS his fingers, and the

Scream Queens SCREAM SONIC WAVES out of their mouths at the

security guards, hitting them and made them FLY through the

air and fall to the floor.

THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE

May I have everyone’s attention

here....I would like to see the

manager of the bank, front and

center.

The BANK MANAGER runs into the center of the bank with a

worried look on his face.

BANK MANAGER

May I help you? Please don’t hurt

me

(CONTINUED)
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THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE

Show me the vault.

CUT TO

INT. BANK BASEMENT BANK VAULT

The Bank Manager TYPES down on the keyboard of the bank

vault. The pad of the vault TURNS GREEN.

The Bank Manager OPENS the vault revealing lots of money and

gold bricks in the vault.

BANK MANAGER

Here, you can take it all.

THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE

Splendid...But that’s now what we

are here for.

The Man with the Black Globe CLOSES the bank vault shut. THe

Bank Manager looks confused.

BANK MANAGER

What do you want then?

THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE

What’s behind the vault.

The Man with the Black Globe SNAPS his fingers and 4 of the

S.N.A.F.U minions use high-tech bolt guns to bolt the side

of the vault.

CGI: THE FOUNDATION OF THE VAULT

STEEL ROPES APPEAR out from the bolts and BREAKS through the

ceiling.

RETURN TO SCENE

THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE

You may want to step back for a

minute.

The Man with the black globe PRESSES a button on his wrist

keyboard. Then the steel ropes pull the vault causing CRACKS

to APPEAR around it and the vault is pulled out of the wall

causing it to be pulled through the ceiling CRASHING through

it.

CUT TO
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INT. LOCAL BANK MAIN FLOOR LOBBY

The Bank Vault CRASHES through the wall of the main floor of

the lobby and DRAGS through the lobby.

BACK TO SCENE

The Man with the Black Globe walks into the hole where the

bank vault was. He walks up towards a metal briefcase and

pulls it out of the wall and OPENS it. In the metal

briefcase is vile of red serum.

THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE (O.S)

Perfect.

CUT TO

INT. LOCAL BANK MAIN FLOOR LOBBY

The Man with the Black Globe walks through the lobby with

his 4 S.N.A.F.U minions behind him. The Bank Manager walks

behind the S.N.A.F.U Minions with an upset look on his face.

BANK MANAGER

So you pulled the vault out of the

wall for some briefcase?

THE MAN WITH THE BLACK GLOBE

Yes indeed, now that you and the

others know about that...

All of the other hostages are wearing black masks and glass

globes over their heads, and are under mind control. The

Man with the Black Globe takes off his trench coat and TURNS

on his GLOBE reveling he is GLOWFACE in his early 50’s

smart, cruel, rude, evil, selfish, has yellow eyes, a red

glowing face, and a grill on his mouth, makes a GLASS GLOBE

APPEAR out of his left hand.

GLOWFACE

...Welcome to S.N.A.F.U

BANK MANAGER

Who are you?

Glowface places the glass globe onto the Bank Manager’s

head, and the Bank Manager is under Glowface’s control.

GLOWFACE

Glowface.

CUT TO
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INT. FRONT OF LOCAL BANK

Glowface, the Scream Queens, and his minions walk out of the

bank and enter into the SUVs.

GLOWFACE

1 down...3 to go.

Glowface enters into 1 of the SUVs and the others go into

the other SUVs. The SUVs drive off into the streets.

CUT TO

INT. MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL LATER

At a Martial arts school TTRUDY XANDER in her late 30’s

beautiful, smart, nice, caring, aggressive, flexible, has

long red hair, and has green eyes is wearing her martial

arts gee is standing in the middle of the dojo.

TRUDY XANDER

Alright everyone, now that the

double sacrifice throw is done, let

me teach you how to do the triple

360-degree tornado kick. And now I

need some volunteers.

3 students get up off of the floor and surround

Trudy. Tucker enters the martial arts school with a Burger

King bag in his hand.

TRUDY XANDER

Now, this is how the technique

works.

Trudy twirls in the air and throws 3 kicks at the volunteers

hitting them and made them fall to the floor.

TRUDY XANDER

Just step your right foot in front

of you quickly raise it into the

air and twirl and throw the 3 kicks

at your targets.

All of the people, students and Tucker CLAP for Trudy.

TRUDY XANDER

Now I have to take off, so I will

have my assistants to continue the

class.

Trudy leaves the mates and comes up to Tucker with a smile

on her face.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

Hey there honey.

TRUDY XANDER

Hey Honey. Why are you here early?

TUCKER XANDER

I got fired from Burger King, but

at least I got us some lunch.

CUT TO

INT. MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOL CAFE

In the café of the martial arts school, Trudy and Tucker are

seated up at a Koi pond where a News bulletin APPEARS on the

TV.

WOLF BLITZER

Breaking News at this hour, police

are investigating the tremendous

bank robbery that happened early

this afternoon, several people

wearing glass globes on their

heads, leaving into several SUVs

fled the scene with no money, but

only a metal briefcase. Also at the

crime see was the bank vault

completely out of its foundation.

Whoever this crime organization

wants is whatever is in that

briefcase. If you see these people

please call the police.

Trudy and Tucker are eating their Burger King meals.

TRUDY XANDER

I don’t know why they just fired

you like that, it’s like at your

old job all over again.

TUCKER XANDER

I know right. I am just so angry

about that.

Tucker then eats his Angry Whopper.

TRUDY XANDER

Maybe it’s because they pack you an

Angry Whopper in our meal.

(CONTINUED)
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Tucker notices he is eating the angry whopper and puts it

down. He picks up his drink and drinks it. Trudy has a

disappointed look on her face.

TRUDY XANDER

I don’t know if we could do this

anymore, you have to find a job

fast or just in case 2 jobs.

TUCKER XANDER

Maybe 2 jobs are a good idea, but

that will take a long time to get

an interview, the managers will be

busy, there is a long waiting list,

and there is some competition in

looking for a job.

TRUDY XANDER

I don’t want to live this way any

longer, I got to get up early this

morning just to clean out the

change rooms, and I don’t want to

do that again.

TUCKER XANDER

We will be fine, we still have our

government checks coming in from

the government to help out.

TRUDY XANDER

Sorry honey, but this week is our

last check from the government

didn’t arrive.

Tucker has a sad upsetting look on his face.

TUCKER XANDER

What? Now, what are we going to do?

TRUDY XANDER

How are we going to explain this to

the kids, I mean, we have to start

saving, we have to take Truman out

of that gifted school he is in and

Tuesday she has to help out too,

like getting an after school job or

babysit for a while.

TUCKER XANDER

Honey, please I will take care of

this.

(CONTINUED)
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TRUDY XANDER

Like you did with the chandler in

the kitchen.

TUCKER XANDER

It’s still hanging, the duct tape

is still holding.

TRUDY XANDER

You better. Now Excuse me I got to

clean the boy’s bathroom...Again.

Trudy gets up from the table and walks out of the café.

Tucker has a sad worried look on his face.

CUT TO

INT. LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS LATER

In the hallways at a local high school, the BELL RINGS and

the students clear the hallway to enter into their

classrooms

MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. TUESDAY XANDER 14

years old smart, stealthy, moody, pretty, a punk rock star

style, short punk rock style hair, and green eyes pock her

head over the corner.

TUESDAY’S P.O.V

Tuesday sees the HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL male exit out of his

office and exits out of the school.

RETURN TO SCENE

Tuesday follows the Principal out of the door.

CUT TO

EXT. LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL PARKING LOT DAYTIME

The High School Principal enters into his car. The car

drives off out of the parking lot. Tuesday gets onto her

bike and follows the car.

CUT TO
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EXT. TACO BELL PARKING LOT LATER

The Principal’s car drives up into the parking lot of Taco

Bell. The Principal exit his car and enters the Taco Bell.

Tuesday arrives at the Taco Bell on her bike. She gets off

of her bike and hides behind a garbage container.

The Principal exit the Taco Bell holding 3 box meals in his

arms. He enters his car and closes the door.

Tuesday takes out her phone from her pocket.

TUESDAY’S P.O.V CAMERA PHONE

Tuesday’s Phone camera ZOOMS IN onto the Principal in his

car. The Principal opens 1 of the box meals and takes out a

Bacon Crunch wrap out of it.

HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

Wow, the Bacon Crunch Wrap, the

Sausage taco, and the Pringles

Nachos here on the same day, I

can’t believe I will get away with

this. Without my wife knowing about

it.

RETURN TO SCENE

Tuesday takes a picture of the principal with a FLASH comes

out of her phone camera.

FLASH TO

INT. LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

In the high school newspaper classroom, the projection

appears on the projection screen of the principal. The

EDITOR 36 years old African American male is sitting up at

the front desk.

TUESDAY XANDER

Well, what do you think?

THE EDITOR

I think this is eavesdropping, and

I won’t allow it.

TUESDAY XANDER

But this is proof that Principal

Smith is cheating on his diet.

(CONTINUED)
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THE EDITOR

I don’t care Tuesday, you are

eavesdropping on the Principal’s

space, and I won’t allow it.

Tuesday has an upsetting look on her face .

TUESDAY XANDER

Oh come on, what do you want me to

do, delete them?

THE EDITOR

Yes...And get me a new story for

the front paper. Or I will just

have to shut down the paper.

TUESDAY XANDER

Ok fine I’ll get a better story.

THE EDITOR

Good, you have 2 weeks to give me a

better story.

Tuesday is glad.

TUESDAY XANDER

I won’t let you down sir.

Suddenly the BELL RINGS and Tuesday exit out of the room.

CUT TO

EXT. LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL FRONT ENTRANCE

Tuesday exit out of the high school where Tucker is waiting

in the car for her, with Tuesday’s bike on top of the car’s

roof.

TUCKER XANDER

Hey Tuesday...How was school?

CUT TO

INT. TUCKER’S CAR MOVING.

In the car, Tuesday is sitting in the front passenger seat

with Tucker driving the car.

TUESDAY XANDER

Dad, I thought you suppose to be a

work?

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

I did, but I got fired from Burger

King today, but I did get a free

lunch out of it.

TUESDAY XANDER

I did a report on Burger King for

my Journalism class. I even

interviewed the manager.

TUCKER XANDER

I know Gary for about 5 weeks until

I got fired from Burger King today.

TUESDAY XANDER

Do you think you can try to get a

new job?

TUCKER XANER

Of course, I can look for a new

job, without anything else

happening.

CUT TO

INT. GIFTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CLASSROOM

In a science classroom at a gifted school, TRUMAN XANDER 10

years old, intelligent, shy, hyper, has orange hair,

freckles on his face, and a bucktooth is PORING some

chemicals into a model volcano.

SMOKE comes out of the model volcano.

TRUMAN XANDER

Now for the finishing touch.

Truman picks up a test tube of red chemicals and POORS it

into the volcano. Suddenly the volcano SHAKES. Truman got

nervous and worried.

SCIENCE TEACHER

Truman, what’s going on?

TRUMAN XANDER

Everyone get out of here fast!!!

Truman and the rest of the class runs out of the science

room.

CUT TO
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EXT/INT. GIFTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PARKING LOT

Tucker’s car drives into the parking lot of the gifted

school.

TUCKER’S CAR

TUCKER XANDER

Speaking of looking for work, I

need you to look for an after

school job.

Tuesday is upset.

TUESDAY XANDER

But that will be a waste of time,

what about my homework and my

journalism career?

TUCKER XANDER

First, you will be able to do your

homework on your breaks, second,

your journalism career will have to

wait. I mean since I got fired,

your mother insists on you to work

for helping out with us.

TUESDAY XANDER

Me looking for an after school job,

what else is going to go wrong for

us?

THE GIFTED SCHOOL PARKING LOT

Suddenly an EXPLOSION comes out from the upstairs classroom.

LAVA falls onto the roof of Tucker’s car. The Lava MELTS an

big hole in the middle of the car. Tucker and Tuesday are

surprise.

TUCKER XANDER

Great...Your brother is burning a

hole in my wallet...

Tucker takes out his wallet out from his pocket and it’s on

FIRE.

TUCKER XANDER (CONT’D)

...Literally.

CUT TO
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INT. TUCKER’S CAR MOVING.

In Tucker’s car, Tucker has a mad face with Truman looking

worried and sad.

TUCKER XANDER

Real Lava Truman? Really?

TRUMAN XANDER

I thought that will give me extra

credit.

TUCKER XANDER

Well, it made something for me. It

made me get an extra hole in my

wallet because I have to pay for

the damages from your science room

explosion. And to get a new wallet

because you burnt it.

TUESDAY XANDER

You should’ve stayed in a normal

school, but due to your high IQ,

you have to go to a gifted school.

TUCKER XANDER

Speaking of school, Truman I think

we need to bring you back to

regular school.

TRUMAN XANDER

But why? I love that school, that’s

where I made Tuesday’s changing

hair dye that changes color every

hour.

TUCKER XANDER

That’s true.

TUESDAY XANDER

And my friends like it.

TUCKER XANDER

We are taking you out of that

school because paying $150 a month

for your school is too expensive

and we have some money problems

going on. So bear with us this is a

good choice for all of us.

TRUMAN XANDER

But I love that school.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

We all have to make sacrifices in

life, so please handle this like a

nice boy, alright.

CUT TO

EXT. XANDER HOUSE DRIVEWAY DAYTIME

Tucker drives into the driveway of the house and TURNS OFF

the car engine. Tucker, Tuesday, and Truman exit out of the

car and close the car doors.

Then WALLY friendly, smart, devoted bald, and wears glasses

is MOWING his lawn.

WALLY

Hey, there neighbor.

TUCKER XANDER

Oh hi, Wally.

WALLY

You’re home early.

TUCKER XANDER

Yeah, I got fired from Burger King

today.

WALLY

That’s too bad, I hope that you

will get a new one.

Tucker smiles and agrees with Wally.

TUCKER XANDER

That’s what my daughter said.

WALLY

Well keep your chin up neighbor I

hope that you will be able to keep

that new job of yours.

TUCKER XANDER

Thanks for the encouragement.

Tucker, Tuesday, and Truman walk towards their house.

Tuesday OPENS the door and they walk into the house

CUT TO
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INT. XANDER HOUSE DINING ROOM EVENING LATER

Later that evening, Tucker, Tuesday, and Truman are having

dinner. Then Trudy enters the house with her coat and gym

bag in her arms feeling tired.

TRUDY XANDER

Sorry that I am late, I got to lock

up the dojo.

TUCKER XANDER

(apologizes)

Sorry that I didn’t pick you up

from the martial arts school.

TRUDY XANDER

Well taking the bus was ok, but not

with having loud noises being rung

in your head during the bus ride

home.

TUCKER XANDER

Well sit down, I made dinner.

Trudy puts her stuff on the floor and sits down up at the

table.

TRUDY XANDER

So did your father tell you that we

are in hard times lately?

TRUMAN XANDER

He did tell us that he got fired

from Burger King today.

TUESDAY XANDER

And it got worse. Truman blows up

the school.

TRUDY XANDER

(mad and surprise)

WHAT!!!?

TRUMAN XANDER

(to Tuesday)

Well Tuesday needs to get a job

TRUDY XANDER

That’s true

TUESDAY XANDER

(upset)

I don’t need to get a job this

minute, I mean look at what we are

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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TUESDAY XANDER (cont’d)

living in. We are living in a

living garbage can.

TUCKER XANDER

(to Tuesday)

Tuesday please, we can handle this.

TUESDAY XANDER

How long are we going to handle it,

when will our lives get better, I

mean look at what we are doing,

eating leftovers every night,

having to eat bag lunches to save

money, and living in a

termite-infested home.

Suddenly the chandler FALLS onto the dining room table.

TUCKER XANDER

(disappointed)

First life is eating out of my

wallet, now the termites.

TRUMAN XANDER

At least the table’s strong.

Suddenly the table COLLAPSE due to the weight of the

chandler. Then a RAT runs across the dining room.

CUT TO

INT. TUCKER’S AND TRUDY’S ROOM EVENING LATER

Later in Tucker and Trudy’s room, Tucker is in his pajama

bottoms with no shirt on, wearing his reading glasses while

reading the bills, while Trudy is in the bathroom brushing

her teeth.

TRUDY XANDER (O.S)

What are you doing?

TUCKER XANDER

Just choosing what bills are

important that we need to pay.

TRUDY XANDER (O.S)

Water’s important. Pay for that.

TUCKER XANDER

Fine. What about the electric bill?

(CONTINUED)
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TRUDY XANDER (O.S)

We could handle life without

electricity. We will be like the

pioneers.

TUCKER XANDER

But the pioneers need to go to

wells to collect their water. At

this rate, we need to sell all of

our stuff to make money.

The bathroom LIGHT TURNS OFF. Trudy comes out of the

bathroom and comes into bed.

TRUDY XANDER

Oh, honey, please think positive, I

am sure that things will get better

in the future.

TUCKER XANDER

((upset))

But for how long?...

Tucker takes off his reading glasses.

TUCKER XANDER (CONT’D)

How long will it take for our lives

to get better?

TRUDY XANDER

I don’t know. You just have to be

patient.

TUCKER XANDER

I’ve been patient for years.

TRUDY XANDER

And what’s that supposed to mean?

TUCKER XANDER

(explains)

I haven’t told you this in a long

time, but when I was a teenager,

while I was walking home from work,

a man...falls out of the sky.

TRUDY XANDER

And did you call for help?

TUCKER XANDER

No, I didn’t. Then afterward when

the spy blasts off into the sky, I

knew that my dream job is to become

a spy.

(CONTINUED)
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TRUDY XANDER

Tucker, are you serious?

TUCKER XANDER

Yes, I am serious about this, from

that day, whenever I look up at the

night sky, I knew that my dream

career is to become a spy.

TRUDY XANDER

Honey Spy work is a very serious

and dangerous business, you might

get yourself hurt. Just focus on

looking for a real job for me,

alright honey?

TUCKER XANDER

Yes dear, I will look for a real

job for you.

TRUDY XANDER

(smiles)

Thank you, honey.

Trudy kisses Tucker on the lips and turns off her lamp. SAD

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Tucker has a worried look

on his face.

CUT TO

INT. TUCKER’S AND TRUDY’S ROOM AN HOUR AFTER MIDNIGHT

In Trudy and Tucker’s room, the time on the clock TURNS to 1

a.m. Tucker wakes up and gets his legs out of the bed and

sits over the bed.

He rubs his eyes and gets up off of the bed and walks out of

the bedroom.

CUT TO

INT. TUESDAY’S ROOM NIGHT TIME

Tucker OPENS the door to Tuesday’s room and sees that

Tuesday is asleep with his laptop on her lap.

Tucker takes her laptop off of her lap and puts it onto her

nightstand. Tucker pulls the covers over onto Tuesday and

Smiles.

CUT TO
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INT. TRUMAN’S ROOM NIGHT TIME

Tucker OPENS the door to Truman’s room. He walks up to

Truman sleeping in his bed, with blueprints in his arms.

Tucker takes the blueprints out of Truman’s hands and OPENS

it up.

TUCKER’S P.O.V BLUEPRINTS

Tucker sees the blueprints are designs for a forc field belt

that Truman was making.

RETURN TO SCENE

Tucker puts the blueprints down onto Truman’s dresser. He

picks up a stuffed alien teddy bear holding a laser blaster

off of the floor and puts it into Truman’s arms. He smiles

and leaves the room.

CUT TO

INT. XANDER HOUSE KITCHEN NIGH TIME

Tucker OPENS the refrigerator door and takes out a bottle of

Cocoa Cola. He closes the refrigerator door and picks up an

open bag of Doritos. He walks up to the kicthen table and

sits down. He looks out of the screen door of the backyard.

TUCKER XANDER

What am I going to do?

Tucker TWIST the cap of the Coca-cola bottle and OPENS it

up.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I wish things get better for me and

my family.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS NIGHT TIME MONITORING ROOM

THRILLING SPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R headquarters, SHADOWY FIGURES of Head Agent

and another S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent are in the monitoring room

spying on Tucker through the camera.

HEAD AGENT (O.S)

Poor Man. All he wants to do is to

provide money for his family.

(CONTINUED)
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S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R AGENT (O.S)

Could we recruit him?

HEAD AGENT (O.S)

Yes. Recruit more than him. Recruit

his family too. Make them part of

the Spy Family Program.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R AGENT (O.S)

Yes sir.

The Shadowy Figure of Head Agent walks out of the monitoring

room.

CUT TO

INT. THE XANDER’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM MORNING THE NEXT DAY

The Next morning Tucker is adjusting his tie while looking

in the mirror. Then Trudy gives him his briefcase.

TRUDY XANDER

((smiles))

Good luck with the job hunting

sweetie.

TUCKER XANDER

((smiles))

I will honey, even if I get 2 jobs

to do so.

Tucker and Trudy kiss on the lips. Tucker OPENS the front

door and walks through it and CLOSES the door behind him.

TRUDY XANDER

((anxious))

I hope you get a good job on the

spot. I don’t want you to be in

your underwear watching TV for the

rest of your life.

CUT TO

EXT.UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE DAYTIME SUNNY

HAPPY ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Tucker walks up

towards the Unemployment office.

CUT TO
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INT. UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE RECRUITMENT ROOM

SERIES OF SHORTS- SEARCHING FOR WORK

UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE-

Tucker enters into a recruitment room, where an UNEMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYEE female African American, is up on the other side of

the desk.

UNEMPLOYMENY EMPLOYEE

What could I help you with today,

sir?

TUCKER XANDER

I am just here to look for a couple

of jobs so I won’t be a stay at

home dad for the rest of my life.

The Uneployment Employee TYPES down onto her computer.

UNEMPLOYMENT EMPLOYEE

Alright let’s see what we got here.

Could you tell me what skills do

you have?

TUCKER XANDER

I am very athletic, I have a

photographic memory, I am

organized, and I am smart and

strong.

The Uneployment Employee is still TYPING down on her

computer. She then reads her computer screen.

UNEMPLOYMENT EMPLOYEE

Sorry, but the jobs that list your

skills are all taken, could I keep

looking for you?

TUCKER XANDER

Yes. Just in case.

PUBLIC LIBRARY-

At the public library Tucker is wearing his reading glasses

while typing down onto a library computer.

TUCKER’S P.O.V LIBRARY COMPUTER

On the website Indeed.com Tucker CLICKS onto a “Help Wanted”

add.

RETURN TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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Tucker writes down on his notepad the jobs that he is

looking for.

OFFICE BUILDING-

At an office building hallway, Tucker is seating on a bench

with 10 other people. Then a FEMALE WORKER walks up to the

bench looking at a clipboard.

FEMALE EMPLOYEE

Tucker Xander?

Tucker stands up from the bench.

TUCKER XANDER

Yup. That’s me.

Tucker is seating at the very end of a very long table.

OFFICE BOSS (O.S)

Do you have your resume?

TUCKER XANDER

What? I can’t hear you the table is

very long.

OFFICE BOSS (O.S)

Just walk up to me.

Tucker gets up and walks up to the other end of the table

with his briefcase. He makes it to the other end of the

table and suddenly he trips and 100s of copies of his

resumes falls onto the Office Boss’s lap.

OFFICE BOSS (O.S)

I only need 1.

ANOTHER OFFICE BUILDING-

In another office, Tucker sites up at the desk where a

FEMALE BOSS is seating at the other side.

FEMALE BOSS (O.S)

You only have 1 minute to explain

why I would hire you.

The Female Boss presses her stopwatch to start it

TUCKER XANDER

I am very smart, organized, and

have great leadership skills.

TAILOR STORE

(CONTINUED)
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Tucker walks by a tailor store and notice a sign on the

front door. He OPENS the door and walks into the store.

He walks up to the STORE MANAGER who is setting up a coat on

a mannequin.

TUCKER XANDER

Excuse me, I notice your Help

Wanted Sign on the front door.

STORE MANAGER

Sorry about this, but we put up

that sign a week ago.

TUCKER XANDER

So the job has been taken?

STORE MANAGER

I’m afraid so.

L.A FITNESS-

Later Tucker enters into an L.A Fitness and walks up to the

front desk.

TUCKER XANDER

Excuse me, but I notice that you

had an ad on Indeed.com that you

are hiring.

L.A FITNESS WORKER

Sorry sir, but that job is already

been taken.

Tucker is upset about the news.

TRUDY XANDER

Great...What else could go worng.

WAREHOUSE OFFICE-

In a local warehouse Tucker is in the warehouse office

seated on the other side of the boss’s desk.

WAREHOUSE BOSS (O.S)

(reading Tucker’s resume)

So it saids here that you can lift

50-120 lbs.

TUCKER XANDER

Yes I can.

(CONTINUED)
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In the warehouse, Tucker bends down and picks up the large

crate. He slowly stands up, when suddenly he SNAP his back

and drop the crate.

TUCKER XANDER

Ouch...ouch...my back

END OF SHORTS

CUT TO

EXT. XANDER HOUSE DRIVEWAY EVENING LATER

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Tucker’s car DRIVES

into the driveway. Tucker exit his car and CLOSES the car

door.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

A bad day for job searching, but I

hope it will be better tomorrow.

Tucker walks up towards the house. Tucker walks up to his

front door with a notice on his front door.

Tucker take the notice off of the door and reads it. Tucker

has a disappointed look on his face. He CRUMPLES the paper

into a ball and throws it onto the ground.

CUT TO

INT. XANDER HOUSE LIVING ROOM

Tucker enters into the house where Trudy, Tuesday, and

Truman are in the living room with Tuesday and Trudy setting

up a new TV.

TUCKER XANDER

What do you have here?

TRUMAN XANDER

A New TV.

TUCKER XANDER

What?!!! But how?

TUESDAY XANDER

Relax dad it was free.

TRUDY XANDER

Tes. Somehow it appeared at the

house while we were out of the

house today.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

Well that’s a relief. Who dropped

it off?

TRUDY XANDER

I don’t know it might be the

neighbor.

Trudy and Tuesday put the TV onto the TV stand. Trudy plugs

the TV into the outlet. Suddenly the TV TURNS ON. Truman

points at the TV while its’ on.

TRUMAN XANDER

Mom looks like the TV turns itself

on.

TRUDY XANDER

What? But how did that happen?

TUESDAY XANDER

Did someone step on the remote?

Truman looks in the TV box and there isn’t a TV remote in

the box.

TRUMAN XANDER

There’s no remote. It doesn’t

include a remote.

TRUDY XANDER

What kind of TV doesn’t have a

remote?

TUCKER XANDER

Could be a Japanese TV.

Suddenly the TV starts to FLICKER and a HOLD STILL LOGO

APPEARS through the STATIC on the TV. Tucker squints his

eyes trying to get a better look at the TV.

TUCKER XANDER

Guys look, there’s something on the

TV.

TRUDY XANDER

What’s it say?

TUCKER XANDER

HOld still.

(CONTINUED)
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CLASSICAL SPY MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the TV

SHINES a RED LIGHT onto the Xanders. The Xanders cover their

eyes from the bright light. HOMEBASE an artifical

intelligent program, wise, smart, helpful, and is a red

screen.

HOMEBASE

Scan Complete. The Xanders

recognized.

The Xanders are confuse.

TUCKER XANDER

Recongnized? What do you mean by

that?

HOMEBASE

Oh, I am sorry about this, my name

is Homebase, an artificially

intelligent program that assists

other spy families like you who are

apart of S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R....

TRUDY XANDER

(interrupts)

Sorry to interrupt but what is

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R? What is stands

for?

HOMEBASE

It stands Secret, undercover,

private, elite investigators of

regions and the organization want

you to hire the entire family to be

part of S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R’s spy

family program.

Tucker smiles with excitement.

TRUDY XANDER

Wait, wait, wait hold on we have to

think about this...This

organization hiring all 4 of us to

be part of their spy agency?

HOMEBASE

You may talk about this, but it’s

really important to give

S.U.P.E.R.I.OR your answer. Mrs. X.

TUCKER XANDER

Come on Trudy this could be a big

thing for all of us.

(CONTINUED)
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TRUDY XANDER

Are you nuts Tucker, this is your

dream and you’re not dragging your

family into this.

TUCKER XANDER

Come on Trudy, this will be fun for

us.

TRUDY XANDER

How, will it be fun for us?

TUCKER XANDER

They would get to kick butt, um we

could use Truman’s inventions,

Tuesday can also be able to use

this for her journalism class, and

you...you could finally use your

martial arts skills onto some bad

guys.

TRUDY XANDER

How will that help us?

TUCKER XANDER

Honey, I know that we are going

through some bad times now, and

this opportunity could be the key

for all of us.

Trudy has a worried look on her face.

TUESDAY XANDER

Well, I hope that this new

opportunity will help me with the

after school job.

TRUMAN XANDER

And it will also allow me to

introduce my gadgets and inventions

to others.

TUESDAY XANDER

And this could be a great after

school job for me.

HOMEBASE

But you’ll be also working during

school hours, just for a heads up.

TUCKER XANDER

Come on Trudy, this could be a good

thing for us.

(CONTINUED)
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Trudy is still worried about this spy thing.

TRUDY XANDER

I don’t know?

TRUMAN XANDER

We can travel all over the world.

TUESDAY XANDER

We shall make enough money to get

our house renovated.

TUCKER XANDER

And you don’t need to clean the

boys’ bathroom at the martial arts

school anymore.

Trudy then smiles at what Tucker said.

TRUDY XANDER

Alright..I’m in.

HOMEBASE

It’s settled then.

Paper PRINTS out on the side of the TV. Tucker RIPS the the

contract off of the TV.

HOMEBASE

Just sign here on the dotted lines

X’s, your names and we will soon

get started on you becoming a spy

family.

CLOSE UP: CONTRACT

Tucker signs his name onto the top left dotted line. Then

Trudy signs her name onto the dotted line next to Tucker’s

signature.

Tuesday signs her signature onto the dotted line under

Tucker’s signature. Truman signs his name under the dotted

line of Trudy’s name.

RETURN TO SCENE

Homebase uses his ROBOTIC ARM to reach and grab the

contract. Homebase FAXES the contract unto his screen.

HOMEBASE

Good, you are all now a spy family,

you’ll go to this location where

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R headquarters is

located.

(CONTINUED)
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A small card PRINTS out of Homebase. Tucker RIPS the small

card off of Homebase and looks at it.

TUCKER XANDER

Homebase, we will be there.

HOMEBASE

Good. Now this message will

Self-Destruct in 5...

The Xanders are surpise and they run out the door just

before the countdown ends.

HOMEBASE (CONT’D)

4,3,2,1 BOOM!!!

Homebase starts to LAUGH. The family walks into the house

looking confuse.

TUESDAY XANDER

What’s so funny?

HOMEBASE

Sorry about this. I totally got you

guys. You think that I will blow

up. No, I won’t I mean

self-destructing is so 1966.

Homebase continues to LAUGH. Tucker wipes the sweat off of

his forehead with relief.

CUT TO

EXT. PAIRS THE EIFFEL TOWER DAYTIME SUNNY

THRILLING EVIL ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In

Paris, tourists are at the Eiffel Tower taking pictures of

the tower and touring the area.

CLOSE UP: GLOWFACE’S FEET

Glowface walks up towards the Eiffel Tower.

RETURN TO SCENE

The tourists are surprised that Glowface is here. Glowface

walks into the middle of the Eiffel Tower.

GLOWFACE

I see that it’s tour season here at

the Eiffel Tower, so I would like

all of you to leave...

(CONTINUED)
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Glowface raises his hands into the air and FIRES ENERGY

BLAST out of his hands, scaring the tourists. The Tourists

run away SCREAMING.

Glowface throws a punch down onto the ground, causing it to

CRACK.

CUT TO

INT. SECRET S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS

A BIG HOLE BREAKS out from the ceiling. DEBRIS falls from

the ceiling and Glowface leaps through the hole of the

secret headquarters. Glow face walks down the metal hallway.

CUT TO

INT. SECRET S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS MAIN LOBBY

Glowface walks into the center of the headquarters main

lobby. Glow face ACTIVATES his X-RAY VISION.

GLOWFACE’S P.O.V X-RAY VISION

Through Glowface’s X-Ray Vision, Glowface sees a small vault

under the floors of the center hallway.

RETURN TO SCENE

Glowface walks into the middle of the central lobby and

throws a punch down onto it. Glowface PULLS the vault out

of the floor. He RIPS OPEN the vault and grabs the test tube

of chemicals.

GLOWFACE

2 down. 2 to go.

SUPERIOR AGENT (O.S)

FREEZE!!!

Glowface stands up off of the floor. He is surrounded by

dozens and dozens of S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents. EVIL ACTION

ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R AGENT

Put your hands behind your back.

GLOWFACE

Very well.

(CONTINUED)
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Glow Face puts his hands behind his back, but with his palms

facing out. Glow face FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at

2 S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents. The 2 agents get hit by the energy

blast and fall to the ground. 1 S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent runs

up at Glowface. Glowface grabs the agent and throws him onto

the ground.

3 S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents run at Glowface. Glowface blocks a

punch at 1 of the agents hitting him in the face and

knocking him onto the floor. Another S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent

FIRES a teaser at Glowface. Glow face catches the teaser

wire and pulls the agent towards him, and throws a punch at

him.

Then the other S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents throw punches and

kicks at Glowface, but he dodges all of them. He tackles the

agent to the ground and throws a punch at him in the

face. Suddenly the rest of the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents

charge at Glowface.

GLOWFACE

Pitiful Agents.

Glow face grabs an incoming agent’s arm and throws him into

another agent. Glow face blocks a kick from another agent

and throws a counter kick at him knocking him into another

agent. A S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Agent points a laser blaster at

Glowface’s face. The Agent FIRES his laser, but Glowface

dodges the laser fire and unarms the agent’s laser blaster

and throws a knee strike into his chest, and knocks him to

the ground.

Suddenly 3 agents leap into the air and onto Glowface.

Glowface uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to lift the agents into

the air and slam them onto the floor. Glow face dodges a

punch from another agent and grabs his arm and throws a knee

strike into his chest and knocking him onto the floor.

Glow face dodges tackles from 5 S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents.

Glowface throws some kicks at another incoming

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent hitting her and made her fall to the

floor.

Suddenly an 8 FOOT TALL S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent walks up

towards Glowface. Glowface FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his

mouth at the agent, causing him to FLY upward into the air

and CRASH onto the floor.

GLOWFACE

It’s a shame to waste all of these

agents.

Glass Orbs FLOAT out of Glowface’s glove and FLOAT into the

air. The Glass Orbs FLOAT down onto the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

agents’ heads.
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The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents turn into S.N.A.F.U minions. They

kneel for Glowface.

GLOWFACE

S.N.A.F.U is getting bigger.

Glowface smiles evilly.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON GLASS BUILDING EMPTY PARKING LOT DAYTIME THE

NEXT DAY

The Next Day the Xanders car arrive in the empty parking lot

near a glass building.

The Xanders exit out of the car and CLOSE their doors behind

them. They walk up towards the abandoned glass

building. They stand in front of the abandoned building as

a tumbleweed BLOWS by behind them.

TRUDY XANDER

Is this is?

TUESDAY XANDER

It looks like a dump.

TUCKER

This is where Homebase said where

it’s located.

TRUMAN XANDER

Could we just go inside and see if

there is somenoe here?

TUCKER XANDER

Might as well.

They all walk towards the abandoned glass building.

CUT TO

INT. ABANDON GLASS BUILDING LOBBY

Tucker push OPENS the door and he and the others enter the

abandoned building. They walk into the middle of the lobby.

TUCKER XANDER

(shouts)

Is anyone here?
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TUESDAY XANDER

(shouts)

Hello, we are here for

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R?

TUCKER XANDER

I guess there is no one here.

Truman points his finger to the elevator in the distance.

TRUMAN XANDER

Look overe there. There’s a note on

the elevator door.

CLOSE UP A NOT ON THE ELEVATOR

The Note on the door said “Please enter into the elevator"

TUCKER XANDER (O.S)

IT saids "Please enter into the

elevator"

RETURN TO SCENE

TRUMAN XANDER

Could we take it?

TUESDAY XANDER

It prefer to take the stairs, but

there are no stairs.

TRUDY XANDER

Let’s just take the elevator. It

seems fine to me.

Tucker presses the elevator button, causing elevator doors

to OPEN. The family enters the elevator. The Elevator doors

CLOSE shut.

CUT TO

INT. ABANDON BUILDING ELEVATOR

In the elevator, there is only 1 button with its light ON.

TUCKER XANDER

With all of the other elevator

buttons, there is only 1 that has

its light on.

Tucker reaches the button, but Truman blocks the button.
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TRUMAN XANDER

Dad don’t press it. What if we are

in a trap?

TUCKER XANDER

Truman, Truman, Truman. Do you

think this is a trap? If I press

the button will we go down to the

lower level very, very fast?

TRUMAN XANDER

Yes.

TUCKER XANDER

Don’t worry it won’t happen.

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Tucker slowly

moves his finger to the elevator button. He presses the

button and nothing happens.

Suddenly the elevator SHAKES.

TRUDY XANDER

We should’ve looked for the stairs.

TUESDAY XANDER

You think?

The elevator falls and the Xanders fall onto the floor of

the elevator due to the gravity by the fall.

The elevator STOPS and the elevator doors OPENS. The Xanders

are confuse and stand up from the floor.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS LOBBY

The Xanders exit out of the elevator and walk into the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HQ lobby.

TRUDY XANDER

Oh...my...gosh.

AMAZING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R headquarter, the secret headquarters is very

large, with 5 stories of office space, the main floor has 2

rows of 3 dozen desks with S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents typing

down on their computers, with their computer screens are

large rectangular pieces of glass.

They walk down through the row of desks.
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TUESDAY XANDER

OK...Have we gone down the rabbit

hole? Because I think that we are

in wonderland.

TUCKER XANDER

It doesn’t look like wonderland. It

looks like it’s real.

They walk past 1 of the agents typing down onto his

computer, where the computer screen is turned on, and on the

other side there was nothing. Truman is amazed by the

technology.

TRUMAN XANDER

This is truly amazing technology.

The agent who is typing down on his computer nods his head

in response. They walk up towards the big S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

sign on the wall when all of a sudden an escaped CRIMINAL

runs out of the corner and runs right towards them.

ESCAPED CRIMINAL

GET OUT OF MY WAY SUCKERS!!!

Suddenly MR.A in his 50’s handsome, young, smart, athletic,

serious, has brown hair and blue eyes lands down from the

ceiling in front of the Xanders.

TRUDY XANDER

Wow, you certainly came out and

save out live. I was supposed to

know that guy out.

MR.A

Yeah sorry about that, there was a

new guy at the folding cells who

didn’t had his eye on him. You must

be the Xanders that Homebase was

talking about.

TUCKER XANDER

Yes, we are, and this must be

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R?

MR.A

Yes, it is. Welcome to the Secret,

undercover, private, elite

investigators of regions, and I

know it’s a mouth full. My name is

Mr.A. I’m in charge of the

organization.
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TRUMAN XANDER

Is that your real name or your

codename?

MR.A

Yes...That’s my real name. It’s a

long story.

Tuesday takes out her phone and raies it into the air to

take a picture of this place.

TUESDAY XANDER

I need to take a picture of this

place because it’s awesome.

Mr. A grabs the phone away from Tuesday and throws it onto

the floor, causing it to BREAK in half.

TUESDAY XANDER

Hey, your paying for that.

MR.A

Sorry but I don’t want you to

reveal the secret location of our

headquarters, now come into my

office.

Mr. A takes a remote out of his pocket and presses a button

on it, causing a secret door to OPEN.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R. HEADQUARTERS MR.A’S OFFICE

In Mr.A’s office, Mr. A and the X’s walk into his office.

Mr.A sits down at his chair and the Xanders’ sit down into 4

chairs in front of Mr.A’s deck.

MR.A

So according to some of these files

of yourselves, it seems that we’ve

hired the perfect family for

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R’s Spy Family

program.

TUCKER XANDER

I was going to ask about this, but

what is the Spy family program?

MR.A

The Spy Family Program is a program

made by S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R to find the

(MORE)
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MR.A (cont’d)
most skilled and elite families

from around the world and use them

as part of our organization to

fight and protect the world from

S.N.A.F.U.

TRUDY XANDER

Snaf who?

MR.A

S.N.A.F.U Society of Nefarious and

Felonious Undertakings.

Mr. A presses a button on his desk causing the GIANT SCREEN

behind him to TURN ON.

On the TV screen, several images of the Xanders APPEAR on

the TV screen. Head Agent drags 1 of the images and makes it

BIGGER. He presses play on the image causing the image to

place the footage.

The Footage shows a younger Trudy doing Sambo moves in a

Sambo class.

TRUDY XANDER

Is that me?

MR.A

Yes, it is while you were a kid.

You see here we collected footage

on you guys on your skills. For

example Trudy you spend years in

martial arts and gymnastics where

you become a master in 5 martial

arts, Muay Tai, Taekwondo, judo,

Karate, and Sambo.

TUCKER XANDER

NO wonder you are part Russian.

TRUDY XANDER

Well, I was trained by my parents.

Mr.A TAPES on the touch screen of the computer screen on

another footage and plays it.

The footage shows Tuesday is spying on her principal in the

Taco Bell parking lot.

MR. A

Here we were amazed by Tuesday’s

stealth and investigation skills

when you were just 5 years old.
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TUESDAY XANDER

Well, I was voted most stealthy

back in Middle School.

Mr. A touches the touch screen and plays another footage of

Truman WELDING some metal together.

MR. A

We were also amazed by Truman’s

technology expertise skills,

becoming a technology prodigy at

the age of 5.

TUCKER XANDER

He did fix the microwave on his 8th

birthday.

TRUMAN XANDER

But you’re the one who broke it.

TUCKER XANDER

How did I know that I leaf my spoon

in my soup?

MR. A

And speaking of your father. Due to

his struggle with him becoming part

of the CIA, he considers making him

and the rest of you part of our

organization, lust making him your

leader.

Tucker smiles with excitement.

TUCKER XANDER

Wow. This is great.

TRUDY XANDER

But there is another question. Did

you leave the TV for us?

MR.A

Yes we did. It’s the only way to

contact with you.

TUESDAY XANDER

Could you just at least give us a

phone call?

MR. A

No, that requires us to blow up

your phone.
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TRUMAN XANDER

Now that we know that we are a spy

family. What’s next?

MR. A

Training. Which begins now.

Mr. A presses a button on his keyboard causing a trap door

to make the Xanders fall through the trapdoor, causing them

to SCREAM down the trapdoor.

SERIES OF SHORTS- TRAINING

ACTION HIP ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

TRAINING CENTER PULL UP BARS-

In the training center the Xanders are doing chin-ups on the

bars. Truman leaps up and down to try to grab the bar. A

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Agent puts a stole down next to Truman.

Truman stands up onto the stole and starts his chin-ups.

TRAINING CENTER FLOOR MATS-

The family are throwing punches and kicks at the punching

bag. Head Agent is standing behind them watching the Xander

family doing their training.

FOREST-

In a forest, it’s RAINING and the family is at a campfire

with Tucker trying to make a spark. Truman FIRES FLAMES out

of his wristwatch onto the campfire causing it to LIGHT on

FIRE. The family smiles, but then Head Agent POORS WATER

onto the fire. Truman takes off his watch and gives it to

Head Agent. Tucker TAP the 2 rocks together several times to

make a spark.

MOUNTAINS-

The Xanders are climbing a mountain. Head Agent is at the

bottom of the mountain watching the Xanders climbing the

mountain.

HEAD AGENT

(into megaphone)

Come on guys put your backs into

it.

TUCKER XANDER

(shouts)

You know, you shouldn’t do that

while in an area like this.
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HEAD AGENT

(into his megaphone)

How come?

Suddenly a large boulder CRASHES onto the black hummer,

causing its ALARM to come on. Head Agent takes out his keys

to the hummer and TURNS OFF the alarm.

AIRPLANE-

The Xanders are on an airplane wearing their parachutes on

their backs, and goggles, where the airplane’s back doors

OPEN. The Xanders run out of the airplane and leap out from

it.

The Xanders PARACHUTE down onto the ground. Tuesday has a

smile on her face feeling the thrill of parachuting.

TUESDAY XANDER

Alright, now that is awesome.

TRUMAN XANDER

I know right.

TRUDY XANDER

Not a big thrill for your father.

Tucker lays face-first on the ground and kisses the ground.

TUCKER XANDER

Thank goodness. We’re still alive.

OPEN TEST TRACK-

On the test track the Xanders are in a high tech spy car and

ZOOMS around the track.

HIGH TECH SPY CAR-

Tucker and Trudy are in the front of the car with Tucker

driving it and Tuesday and Truman are sitting in the back.

BACK TO TEST TRACK

On the test, track EXPLOSION comes out of nowhere. Tucker

drives around the explosions and continues down the test

track.

JET PLANE SIMULATION-

In a jet plane Tucker is piloting the jet plane. Tucker

turns the steering wheel of the jet to the left causing it

to do a barrel roll. Suddenly the Jetplane starts to fall

from the sky and CRASHES onto the ground.
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Then a RED FAILURE SIGN FLASHES on the screen.

TUCKER XANDER

I need another token

Trudy gives Tucker another token. Tucker puts the token into

the slot, causing the simulation to RESTART.

Tucker takes control of the simulation of piloting the jet.

PARIS CANAL

In the river of Paris the Xanders come out from the water

wearing their scuba suits, except for Tucker he is wearing

his swimming shorts.

They climb up onto the boat and take off their oxygen tanks,

and scuba masks.

MR.A

(shouts across the river to

Tucker)

You’re not wearing your scuba suit.

TUCKER XANDER

(shouts across the river to

Head Agent)

It was too tight on me. At least we

got the bomb.

They look at the bomb and the COUNTDOWN is still

going. They are freaked out by the countdown. Tucker picks

up the bomb and throws it into the air.

The bomb lands down onto Head Agent’s boat. Head Agent and

the other 4 agents leap off of the boat and SPLASH into the

water. The bomb EXPLODES and causing the boat to sink.

MR.A swims to the Xander’s boat.

MR.A

Well...You did receive the bomb.

Let’s try defusing it next time.

Alright?

END OF SHORTS

CUT TO
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INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R. HEADQUARTERS MR.A’S OFFICE

Back at Mr.A’s office, Mr.A is TYPING down onto the keyboard

at his computer.

MR.A

You guys mastered everything, from

the physical to the mental parts of

the training, now it’s time to give

your family a codename.

TUCKER XANDER

Do you mean individual codenames or

a codename for all of us?

MR.A

I mean that the name Xanders is too

dangerous for a spy mission, you

might get exposed to the public.

I’m thinking of the X’s...Does that

sound great to you?

Tucker feels uncomfortable about that.

TUCKER XANDER

It does. But it’s a little...off

TRUMAN XANDER

Sounds awesome

MR. A

Don’t worry. It will protect your

true idenities. And it sounds cool.

TUESDAY XANDER

Cool, but with all of this going

on, how could we balance out normal

lives with our spy life?

MR. A

We will call you just incae there

is a mission.

TRUDY XANDER

Like a phone call or something?

MR. A

not exactly.

Mr. A presses a button, causing his drawer to OPEN. He takes

out 4 pairs of smart watches out of his drawer and gives

them to the Xanders.
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MR. A

We will be communicating with you

with these.

TUCKER XANDER

You’re giving us each a watch?

MR. A

It’s not a normal watch, it’s a

communication watch, it can allow

you to contact us, and Homebase.

The Xanders put on their watches on their lift wrists.

TRUDY XANDER

How do they work. Or even turn on?

Homebase APPEARS on the screens of the smart watches.

HOMEBASE

(on the watch)

Well, it can automatically turn on

whenever Head Agent calls you or

me.

TUESDAY XANDER

Homebase, is that you?

HOMEBASE

(on the watch)

Yes, it’s me. I can call you guys

on the watch when it’s an emergency

from S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R.

TRUMAN XANDER

Are there any other features to

these watches?

HOMEBASE

(on the watch)

Yes, the watches can fire lasers, a

scanner, projections a 3-D

projection and it tells time.

TRUMAN XANDER

Sweet.

TUCKER XANDER

Thanks for the reminder Homebase,

but right now we better get some

rest after that training we did.

The Xanders get up from their seats and leave Mr. A’s

office.
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MR. A

Well done for today Xs. I will see

you very soon.

TRUDY XANDER (O.S)

(shouts)

Don’t call us that.

CUT TO

INT. THE XANDER’S FAMILY CAR DAYTIME SUNNY MOVING

In the car Tucker is driving the car, Trudy is sitting in

the front passenger seat, and Tuesday and Truman are in the

back seats.

TUCKER XANDER

So what do you think about today?

TUESDAY XANDER

Dad, it took us over 48 hours to

complete the training.

TRUDY XANDER

Kids, I know that it was a long

training session, but we did get

into S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

TRUMAN XANDER

I hope that I could show off 1 of

my gadgets there, like the Spring

Shoes, the Hyper Sonic Sound blast

Kazoo, the Boxing Glove

Backpack....

TRUDY XANDER

(interrupts)

I think that S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R has

loads of gadgets, let’s get some

rest for the time being.

CUT TO

EXT. THE XANDER’S HOUSE DRIVEWAY

The family car drives into the driveway. The Xanders exit

out from the car. They walk up to the front door, suddenly a

RINGING comes out from Tucker’s watch. Tucker looks at his

watch.
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HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders’ watches)

Sorry to alarm you, but

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R has a mission for

you.

TRUDY XANDER

(into her watch)

Already? But could it wait. We are

all tired.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders watches)

I’m sorry Mrs.X but they want you

for this mission, and besides, this

is your first mission.

TRUMAN XANDER

Cool.

TUCKER XANDER

(to Truman)

I know right.

Trudy still feels tired.

TRUDY XANDER

Alright, guys back into the car.

THe Xanders’ walk back to the car.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders’ watches)

Oh, sorry, but you’re not going to

take that car of yours.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R has a new car for

you guys.

SPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly a spy car

DRIVES up into the driveway. The Xanders are surprise by the

cool spy car.

TUESDAY XANDER

Wow....Is this our new ride?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders watches)

Yes, it’s a hybrid spy car, it runs

on gasoline and electricity, it

goes from 0 to 200 in 10 seconds,

can turn invisible, has an advanced

GPS, rocket boosters, and it has

cup holders.
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TUCKER XANDER

Cup holders... Our car doesn’t have

cup holders.

TRUDY XANDER

Well then what are we waiting for

let’s take this for a spin.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders watches)

Not yet, we need to stop at

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R to pick up some

gadgets from our top gadget maker

GG.

TUESDAY XANDER

A girl gadget maker. I can’t wait

to meet her.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders watches)

Not Exactly.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R GADGET LABORATORY LATER

In the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R gadget Laboratory GG in his late 30’s

smart, handsome, and overweight, has a beard and wears

glasses is up at the laboratory table.

GG

Hey there, my name is GG

TRUDY XANDER

You’re GG...No wonder Homebase said

“not exactly”.

GG

I know, I get that a lot...Anyway

since you are here. I have your

gadgets.

GG takes out the gadgets from under the table. He gives

Tucker a red necktie.

GG

For the man of the house, a

laser-firing necktie, but a tug on

the tie and causing a laser to be

fired from the top of the tie.
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GG gives the laser firing necktie to Tucker. Tucker puts on

the necktie and aims his tie at the target.

Tucker pulls on his tie causing a LASER FIRE to come out

from the top of the tie and hitting the target causing it to

EXPLODE and BURST into FLAMES.

TUCKER XANDER

Wow...that’s some powerful laser.

GG

know, there’s even a little knob at

the tip of the tie to adjust the

power of the laser.

GG takes out 2 Eskrima rods from the drawer. He hands them

over to Trudy.

GG

Now, these are highly advance

Eskrima sticks, with a press of a

button they can transform into

different weapons.

Trudy presses a button on each of the sticks causing them to

TRANSFORM into swords. She presses them again causing them

to TRANSFORM into battle-axes.

TRUDY XANDER

Wow. This is so cool.

GG

I know, and if you put them

together you can transform them

into a bo staff.

Trudy puts the sticks together and presses a button on each

of them causing them to TRANSFORM into a bo staff.

GG

Now for the young lady, I have

something very great for you.

TUESDAY XANDER

What is it a boombox?

GG

Yes, but not just any normal

boombox.

GG takes ouit the boombox out from under the table.
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GG

This boombox can fire sound waves

out from it to shatter glass and

brick walls.

TUESDAY XANDER

Prove it.

GG faces a window with the boombox in his hand. He presses

a button on the boombox causing a STRONG SOUNDWAVE to come

out from it and causing it to SHATTER the window into

pieces.

GG

Is that proof?

TUESDAY XANDER

Yes. Yes it is.

GG

Good. Now for the young man.

TRUMAN XANDER

I’m only 10 years old.

GG

Well, you’re not so young after

all. Anyway here is your gadget.

GG takes the Super Sticky Soaker out from the table and

gives it to Truman.

TRUMAN XANDER

A super soaker?

TUCKER XANDER

Haven’t seen those things in years.

GG

It is, but it’s called the Super

Sticky Soaker. It shots out sticky

glue out from the end of the

soaker.

TRUMAN XANDER

Wow, this is just like 1 of my

gadgets at home.

GG

You make gadgets too?
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TRUMAN XANDER

I am a tech prodigy at my school.

Truman points the Super Sticky Soaker at GG. Tucker grabs

the soaker out of Truman’s hands.

TUCKER XANDER

Allow me to hold on to this, for

the time being. We don’t want you

to soak the wrong person with

sticky glue

GG

Now that you have your gadgets,

time to go on your mission.

CUT TO

INT. THE XANDERS’ SPY CAR

ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Xanders

enter into their spy car with Tucker and Trudy in the front

and Tuesday and Truman in the back.

HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

Just to let you know that I have

inserted our destination to Brazil.

We have to arrive at the Banana

Barn Warehouse when we arrive

there.

TRUMAN XANDER

I heard about that, it’s a

fast-food restaurant chain that

serves healthy food to the

customers.

HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

Now press the hypersonic booster

button that will make the spy car

go hyper-fast.

Tucker sees the big red button on the dashboard.

TUCKER XANDER

You mean this button?

Tucker presses the big red button causing it to BEEP.
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HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

WAit not in the laboratory.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R GADGET LABORATORY

The booster rockets appear at the back of the spy car. The

spy car goes HYPER FAST causing it to CRASH through the

wall.

GG

(shouts)

You guys are paying for that.

CUT TO

EXT FREEWAY DAYTIME

AMAZING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Xander spy

car goes hyper-fast down the freeway, passing all of the

other cars along the way.

CUT TO

INT. XANDER SPY CAR

The Xanders are pressed back against their seats due to the

force of the speed.

TRUMAN XANDER

This is cool!!!

TUESDAY XANDER

I know. IT feels like we are on the

fastest roller coaster ride in the

world.

TRUDY XANDER

It’s not a ride for these guys.

Bugs all SPLATTER on the windshield of the car.

TUCKER XANDER

I feel so sorry for those guys.
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HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

Just to have you know that we are

closer to our destination.

TUCKER XANDER

How long?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

About 5 minutes away.

CUT TO

EXT. DESERTS OF NEVADA

The Xander’s Spy Car HYPER SPEEDS on the dirt road of the

desert. They pass a POLICE OFFICER with a radar gun.

CLOSE UP:RADAR GUN

The Radar gun starts to SMOKE and SPEAKS come out from it

and causing it to BURST into FLAMES.

RETURN TO SCENE

The Police officer drops his radar gun to the ground due to

the sparks and flames.

CUT TO

EXT/INT USA MEXICAN BORDER CROSSING

USA MEXICAN BOARDER CROSSING

The Spy car RUSHES towards the USA Mexican border where

there are 5 long lines of vehicles up at the border

crossing.

XANDER SPY CAR MOVING

The family spy car SPEEDS towards the lineup of cars.

TUCKER XANDER

(to Homebase)

Homebase we’re about to crash.

TRUDY XANDER

(to Homebase)

Homebase do something

(CONTINUED)
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HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

I’m already on it.

USA MEXICAN BORDER CROSSING

CLOSE UP: UNDER XANDER SPY CAR

Under the spy car, springs APPEAR out from underneath the

car.

RETURN TO SCENE

The Spy car BOUNCES up into the air.

SLOW MOTION: The Xander Spy Car leaps over the long line of

the cars and the boarder crossing.

The Xander spy car lands onto the other side of the

crossing. END SLOW MOTION. The Xander Spy car ZOOMS down the

dirt road.

The 2 Borderguards are surpise by the spy car.

GUARD 1

Do we supposed to go after them?

GUARD 2

No, let them go. We can’t catch up

to them.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF A MEXICAN VILLAGE DAYTIME.

In the streets of a Mexican village, the people are putting

up pinatas on the lines above the road.

Suddenly a CAR HORN comes out of nowhere. A MEXICAN WOMAN

SCREAMS and the people get out of the way of the Xanders’

Spy car.

The Spy car ZOOMS through the village causing the pinatas to

get SMASHED into pieces by the Spy car’s way.

Candy then all fall onto the road. The village kids CHEER

and grab all of the candy on the road.

CUT TO
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EXT. CENTRAL AMERICAN JUNGLES

The Xanders spy car ZOOMS through the jungle, causing the

bushes and trees to be CUT DOWN of the way of the spy car.

CUT TO

EXT. PANAMA PANAMA CANAL

At the Panama Canal, 2 WORKERS watch as a large container

ship going through the canal.

Suddenly a CAR HORN COMES out of nowhere and the 2 workers

notice the notice.

The Xanders’ spy car ZOOMS towards the canal. The 2 workers

leap out of the car’s way.

SLOW MOTION: the Xanders Spy Car leaps over the cannel while

a large cargo ship comes through the canal. The Xanders’ car

lands down on the other side of the canal. END SLOW MOTION.

The Spy car ZOOMS into the jungle.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF BOGOTA COLOMBIA LA CANDELARIA DAYTIME

In the historic neighborhood of La Candelaria, a STORE OWER

is SWEEPING his front store, 2 of his customers are having

lunch while other people are walking in the streets.

Suddenly the Xanders’ spy car ZOOMS through the historical

street, causing DUST to fly into the air and caught everyone

by surprise.

CUT TO

EXT. AMAZON RAIN FOREST RAINING

The Xanders’ spy car SPLASHES through the puddles through

the Amazon Rain Forest.

CUT TO
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EXT/INT. STREETS OF RIO DE JANEIRO DAYTIME SUNNY XANDER SPY

CAR

STREETS OF RIO DE JANEIRO

FUN SAMBA MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Xander Spy car

arrives in the streets of Rio De Janeiro.

The Spy Car goes through in between the line of cars and

stops in front of the other front car in the lineup.

XANDER SPY CAR

HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

Here we are Xs’ sunny Rio De

Janerio.

TRUDY XANDER

Now that was a rush.

TUESDAY XANDER

(smiles)

I know.

TRUMAN XANDER

Let’s go it again.

Tucker has his hands covering his eyes.

TUCKER XANDER

Could I uncover my eyes now?

TRUDY XANDER

Yes deer you can. It’s all over

now.

Tucker uncovers his eyes and puts his hands back onto the

steering wheel.

Suddenly a MONKEY comes out from behind Tucker’s seat and

hops out the window.

TUCKER XANDER

now that is over, where do we go

from here?

HOMEBASE

(on the dashboard monitor

screen)

Take a left along the beachside and

you will arrive at your

destination.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

Got it.

STREETS OF RIO DE JANERIO

The Xander’s spy car turns left and drives down the

beachside of Rio.

CUT TO

EXT. BANANA BARN WAREHOUSE DAYTIME LATER

The Xander’s Spy car arrives at the Banana Barn Warehouse.

The Xanders come out of the spy car.

TUCKER XANDER

This must be the place.

TUESDAY XANDER

This is where they are keeping the

fruit? What a terrible idea. Look

you can see the flies coming in and

out from the warehouse.

TRUMAN XANDER

Some of their supplies are napkins,

their seats and tables, and their

merchandise, but I don’t think they

keep their fruit in here.

TRUDY XANDER

Alright kids, we have a job to do.

So let’s get our game faces ready.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders’ watches)

Your mother is right and the thing

we need is right in there.

The Xanders walk upt o the warehouse.

CUT TO

INT. BANANA BARN WAREHOUSE

SUPSENCFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Tucker OPENS

the door to the warehouse. The family walks into the

warehouse, where flies is BUZZING around in the warehouse.

Then Tuesday SMELLS something disgusting. Tuesday looks

disguisted.

(CONTINUED)
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TUESDAY XANDER

What’s that smell?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders’ watches)

I think it is the rotting fruit in

the crates.

TUCKER XANDER

It seems to be a bad idea to keep

the fruit in the crates.

TRUDY XANDER

This place looks like it sees

better days.

TRUMAN XANDER

I think they should use the rotting

fruit and vegetables for compost

instead of storing them for years

in crates.

TUCKER XANDER

(to his watch)

Alright Homebase, what are we

looking for?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(Tucker’s watch)

A time capsule-like container. It

might be under a stacked crate

hiding it.

The famiyl walks deeper into the warehouse.

CUT TO

INT. BANANA BARN WAREHOUSE MIDDLE PART

They walk into the middle of the warehouse and sees 3

stacked crates in the middle of it.

TUCKER XANDER

Homebase. Is this it?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(Tucker’s watch)

Yes. The 3 stacks of crates. All we

need to do now is to find a

forklift.

Truman pulls the tarp off of the forklift. The forklift

looks in mint condition.

(CONTINUED)
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TRUMAN XANDER

(ask Homebase into his watch)

Like this?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(Truman’s watch)

That would work.

Truman gets into the forklift and TURNS ON the engine. He

drives the forklift to the crates and lifts the crates. The

forklift goes backward revealing the hatch to the time

capsule.

TUCKER XANDER

There it is the hatch. That’s where

the time capsule is.

Tucker uses a crowbar to OPEN the hatch of the capsule,

revealing the disease.

Tucker uses a crowbar to OPEN the hatch of the capsule,

revealing the disease in the container.

TRUDY XANDER

Is this the disease?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xanders’ watches)

Yes, it is. Now bring that back to

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R before anything

else happens.

Suddenly a VERY LOUD SONIC SCREAM comes out of nowhere.

Truman falls off of the forklift and the Xander’s cover

their ears from the noise.

Suddenly the other crates EXPLODE into pieces from the power

of the scream. THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

S.N.A.F.U agents run into the warehouse aiming their rifles

at the Xanders. The Scream Queens walk into the warehouse.

TRUDY XANDER

What was that?

Tucker can’t hear anything.

TUCKER XANDER

What?!!!

TUESDAY XANDER

DID YOU SAY SOMETHING DAD?

(CONTINUED)
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TRUMAN XANDER

Guys it’s from the loud noise it

causes our hearing to go all wacky.

TUESDAY XANDER

(to Truman)

Who’s causing all of this?

TRUMAN XANDER

Those girls from over there.

The Xanders uncover their ears and turn their attention to

the Scream Queens and the S.N.A.F.U minions.

TUCKER XANDER

(to the Scream Queens)

If you guys want this. You have to

fight us for it.

The Scream Queens SNAP their fingers. The S.N.A.F.U agents

charge at the Xanders. ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND.

Tucker throws a kick at an incoming S.N.A.F.U and throws

another 1, causing them to fall to the ground.

Trudy takes out her sticks and TRANSFORM them into a bo

staff. She TWIRLS it into the air and swings it at 3

incoming S.N.A.F.U minions, hitting them in the head. She

throws a back kick at an incoming S.N.A.F.U minion knocking

him to the ground. She dodges an attack from another agent

and transforms her stick into nunchucks and swings them at

the minions.

Tucker pulls on his necktie causing LASER FIRE to come out

from the top of the necktie. The Laser fire hits the agents

knocking them to the ground.

Tucker tackles an agent onto a wooden crate, CRUSHING it

into pieces. He throws a punch at another minion, causing

him to fall to the ground.Tucker throws a kick at another

S.N.A.F.U minion.1 S.N.A.F.U agent swings his gun at him,

but he ducts the attack and tackles him to the ground.

Tuesday gets surrounded by 5 S.N.A.F.U minions. She takes

out the boombox and ACTIVATES it, causing LOUD SOUND WAVES

to come out from the boombox.The S.N.A.F.U minions cover

their sides of their dome helmets from the loud sound.She

throws punches and kicks at the minions, knocking them to

the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Truman FIRES STICKY SLIME out from his Super sticky Super

Soaker at the S.N.A.F.U minions, sticking their feet to the

ground. Truman leaps into the air and throws a flying jump

kick at the minions, knocking them to the ground.

Truman FIRES more STICKY SLIME at more incoming minions,

sticking them to the wall.

TRUMAN XANDER

Stick around, there is much more

fun head for you guys.

Suddenly more S.N.A.F.U minions run right towards Truman.

Then Trudy throws a flying jump kick, hitting the agents and

knocking them to the ground.

TRUDY XANDER

Don’t you dare lay a finger on that

boy!!

TRUMAN XANDER

Mom don’t embarrass me in front of

the evil minions.

TRUDY XANDER

Sorry honey, it’s just a mother’s

instinct.

Tucker throws punches and kicks at incoming S.N.A.F.U

minions. He hits 5 of them and knocking them to the ground.

He throws a leg sweep down onto another 1 and throws an

uppercut punch at another incoming S.N.A.F.U minion,

knocking him to the ground.

Tuesday ducts a punch from a S.N.A.F.U minion and swings the

boombox at the minion, knocking him to the ground. She

dodges another attack from a S.N.A.F.U minion and throws a

sidekick at him, knocking him to the ground. Truman gets

caught in an arm lock by a S.N.A.F.U minion.

Tuesday starts to feel tired and throws a double kick at an

incoming S.N.A.F.U minion and throws a punch at another 1.

She dodges an attack from another S.N.A.F.U minion and

throws a spin hook kick at the minion and knocking him to

the ground.

TUESDAY XANDER

How much longer? I’m starting to

get tired.

TRUMAN XANDER

Yeah I’m getting tired too.

(CONTINUED)
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Tucker throws a punch at an incoming S.N.A.F.U minion and

throws a kick at another S.N.A.F.U minion knocking both of

them to the ground.

TUCKER XANDER

You’re saying that now? We are on a

mission here. You can’t get tired

on a mission.

Suddenly Tucker gets hit by a S.N.A.F.U minion and stumbles

backward. He throws a kick at the minion and then throws a

back kick at another minion.

Trudy throws a spin hook kick at an agent, knocking him to

the ground. She throws a scissor kick at a S.N.A.F.U minion,

knocking him to the ground.

TRUDY XANDER

Kids we will take a long break

after this mission, right now we

have to protect that capsule.

TUCKER XANDER

Your mother is rightkeep on

fighting...

Suddenly a S.N.A.F.U minion throws a punch at Tucker. Tucker

blocks the punch and throws the S.N.A.F.U Minion onto the

ground and throws a punch down onto his chest.

TUCKER XANDER (CONT’D)

...Even if you feel tired.

OVER THE SHOULDER: TUCKER

Suddenly Tucker sees 3 of the S.N.A.F.U agents lifting the

capsule out from the ground from the distance.

RETURN TO SCENE

TUCKER XANDER

I don’t think so you fishbowl

heads.

Tucker tackles the 3 S.N.A.F.U minion onto the ground,

causing them to let go of the capsule, causing it to ROLL

onto the ground and stop at the Scream Queens’ feet. The

Scream Queens pick up the capsule off from the ground.

TUCKER XANDER

(to the Scream Queens)

I don’t want to hurt you girls, but

please hand over the capsule and...

(CONTINUED)
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The Scream Queens SONIC SCREAM at Tucker, causing him to get

hit by the sonic scream and making him fly into the air and

CRASH into some crates.

TUCKER XANDER (CONT’D)

...You won’t get hurt.

Trudy throws a kick at the Scream Queens, but they dodge the

attack. They hit her with the capsule, causing her to fall

to the ground. The Scream Queens throws a downward kick at

the Scream Queens, but she rolls over to dodge the attack.

Trudy throws a leg sweep down onto the Scream Queens,

knocking them to the ground, and causing the capsule to roll

off of them.

Truman FIRES STICKY SLIME out from his super soaker and

hitting the Scream Queen’s mouth.

TUESDAY XANDER

That will keep their mouths shut.

TRUMAN XANDER

You got that right.

Then the Scream Queens BLOW BUBBLES out from the sticky

slime.

TRUDY XANDER

What’s going on?

TUCKER XANDER

They are blowing bubbles out of the

sticky slime.

TRUMAN XANDER

If they get bigger, they will pop

and then, they will stick all over

us.

The Scream Queens stand up from the ground and continue to

BLOW their bubbles. The other S.N.A.F.U minions go behind

them and the bubbles they blow POP, and the sticky slime

cover all over the Xanders, causing them to stick together.

TUESDAY XANDER

I heard about family togetherness,

but this is ridiculous.

TRUMAN XANDER

I know. It feels like mutant ooze

is all over us, but we are not

mutanting.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

At least it won’t get any worse.

The capsule ROLLS over to the Scream Queens. 2 S.N.A.F.U

minions lift the capsule. Then the Scream Queens SCREAM up

into the air at the ceiling.

Suddenly DEBRIS falls from the ceiling and CRACKS.

TRUDY XANDER

You had to ask.

The entire ceiling COLLAPSE down onto the ground.

CUT TO

EXT. BANANA BARN WAREHOUSE DAYTIME LATER

On the outside, the Banana Barn Warehouse COLLAPSES into

pieces. Suddenly the Spy Mobile AUTOMATICALLY DRIVES to the

wreckage of the destroyed warehouse.

A crane arm APPEARS out of the truck and EXTENDS the crane

LOWERS its hook into the debris. The crane pulls the Xs out

from the debris.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(spy car)

I’m so glad that you are all

alright.

TRUDY XANDER

Good thing you got here to save us.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(spy car)

Oh yes. I am your artificial

intelligent alley after all. Anyway

did you get the capsule?

TUCKER XANDER

As the matter of fact no. S.N.A.F.U

got the capsule.

The S.N.A.F.U helicopters HOVER into the air.

CLOSE UP: S.N.A.F.U HELICOPTER

A close-up shot of the helicopter shows the Scream Queens

holding the capsule, while they stick their tongues out.

RETURN TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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The S.N.A.F.U helicopters FLY off into the distance.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(spy car)

Oh dear, this isn’t good, this

isn’t good at all. If S.N.A.F.U

finds the last capsule, we are all

doomed.

TUESDAY XANDER

I wonder what Mr.A will say?

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R. HEADQUARTERS MR.A’S OFFICE

Back at the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Headquarters the Xanders are

sitting across from Mr A’s desk covered with dust, debris,

and rotten fruit. Mr.A is upset.

MR. A

What?!!! You guys let the S.N.A.F.U

agents go with the capsule?

TUCKER XANDER

What they have those 2 evia Divas

with them. Look what we have, a

laser-firing necktie, sticks that

transform into weapons, the world’s

loudest boombox, and a super sticky

soaker.

TUESDAY XANDER

Which we are covered in sticky

slime.

TRUDY XANDER

Sir we all due respect, but I think

we are not up to being a spy family

MR.A

I don’t think so. It’s your first

mission, you are just rookies. I

think you guys should have a break.

TRUMAN XANDER

You mean we’re fired?

MR. A

No, No!!! You guys just need some

time being a family. Now go wash

that dirt off yourselves and hope

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MR. A (cont’d)
that you guys will learn from this

accident and we will see you guys

later.

The Xanders stand up off of their chairs. Suddenly Tucker

gets stuck to his chair while standing up.

TRUDY XANDER

Kids could you help your father get

unstuck from the chair.

Tuesday and Truman pull the chair off of Tucker’s butt.

TUCKER XANDER

Thanks kids.

The Xanders walk out of the Mr.A’s office. MR. A stands up

from his desk and looks out through his office window.

Then GG comes into the office and walks up to Mr.A.

GG

Bad mission?

MR. A

Looks that way. They are all

covered in dust and debris. and

smell like rotten fruit.

GG

Do you think that this family will

kick start the projtect spy family

back up again?

MR. A

I know they will. Lets just see

what happens next.

CUT TO

INT. THE XANDER’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM EVENING LATER

SAD HAPPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the living

room, Trudy is sitting on the couch while holding the

remote. Tuesday is doing her homework and Truman is laying

on the floor doing his homework.

Tucker comes into the living room wearing his pajama bottoms

and a sling shirt while having a towel over his shoulders.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

Well, that is the last of the hot

water. Better add our water bill to

our list of bills to pay.

TRUDY XANDER

(to Tucker)

Just forget it, Tucker. We are

going to be in the streets in a

couple of weeks.

Tucker sits down on the couch next to Trudy.

TUCKER XANDER

Come on you don’t really mean that?

TUESDAY XANDER

Mom is right. we are not capable of

being a spy family.

TRUMAN XANDER

This was your dream of being a spy.

Now you drag your family into this.

Tucker feels upset.

TUCKER XANDER

But guys I...

TRUDY XANDER

(interrupts)

Tucker just leave it. We are all

tired from our first mission and we

failed.

HOMEBASE

(on the TV)

I don’t think about that. You are

all extremely skilled and you did

try your best. Now time for some

family time.

Suddenly popcorn starts POPPING in the microwave.

TUCKER XANDER

(Ask Homebase)

Homebase...Is this what you are

doing right now?

HOMEBASE

(on the TV)

Yes, I am connected throughout the

entire house. I control the lights

(MORE)
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HOMEBASE (cont’d)
and water, and speaking of water,

your water heater is now fixed.

TRUDY XANDER

Thanks, Homebase. Now we don’t need

to worry about the water bill.

Suddenly the microwave BEEPS meaning that the popcorn is

done.

TUCKER XANDER

Sounds like the popcorn is ready.

Tucker stands up from the coach to get the popcorn.

TRUDY XANDER

(to Homebase)

Homebase what else can you do ?

HOMEBASE

(on the TV)

Well, I am currently connected to

high-speed internet and you don’t

need to pay for it

TRUMAN XANDER

Sweet we have free internet. Now I

can finish my homework assignment.

Truman opens his laptop and TURNS IT ON. Then Tucker comes

into the living room with a bowl of popcorn in his hands.

Suddenly a rat runs across his way and into the mouse hole.

Trudy is disappointed.

TRUDY XANDER

First the termites now we have

rats.

HOMEBASE

(on the TV)

Don’t worry I called the

exterminators to take care of that

problem.

Tucker places the bowl of popcorn onto the table and sits

down on the couch. He puts his hand over Trudy’s shoulder

and Trudy places her head onto his shoulder.

TRUDY XANDER

Thank you, Homebase. Now we have to

figure out if we can remodel our

house.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

That’s a good idea honey.

HOMEBASE

(on the TV)

It is a good idea. I already called

the contractor and he is coming

next week. And now please enjoy

your movie.

Footage of Jimmy Neutron Boy Genius APPEARS on the TV.The

family all smile.

TRUMAN XANDER

Hey look, it’s our favorite family

movie.

TUCKER XANDER

I know It’s been a long time since

we watch it.

TRUDY XANDER

I heard that they are making a

live-action verison of this movie.

TRUMAN XANDER

Could we watch some more movies

after this?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the Xs’ watches)

Of course, you can. How about the

one about the girl who talks to

animals, and the baby movie

trilogy.

TUCKER XANDER

Sounds good Homebase.

TUESDAY XANDER

Wow joining S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R is the

greatest thing that ever happened

to us. Even if they force us into

it.

TRUDY XANDER

Speaking of S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R could

we check on them?

TUCKER XANDER

Not now, let’s just enjoy some

family time.

The Xanders then grab handfuls of popcorn and eats them.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON GLASS BUILDING EMPTY PARKING LOT EVENING

THRILLING EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the

abandoned glass building parking lot, several S.N.A.F.U

vehicles drive into the parking lot.

S.N.A.F.U agents come out of the vehicles along with the

Scream Queens and Glowface.

They walk towards the abandoned glass building.

CUT TO

INT. ABANDON GLASS BUILDING LOBBY

Glowface and his agents walk into the lobby. Glowface has

his hands behind his back and looks at the elevator.

GLOWFACE

Who needs an elevator, when you can

make your way into S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R?

(to the S.N.A.F.U agents)

Stand back guys, we are going into

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R our own way.

The S.N.A.F.U Agents and the Scream Queens step back from

Glowface. Glowface raises his hand into the air and

ELECTRICITY surrounds his hand.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R. HEADQUARTERS MR.A’S OFFICE

In Mr.A’s office Mr. A is TYPING on his computer with a

serious look on his face.

MR. A

Alright S.N.A.F.U I don’t know

where you are going to strike next,

but I am 1 step ahead of you.

Through Mr.A’s window, an EXPLOSION comes out from the

ceiling, causing SPARKS and DEBRIS to fall onto the ground.

Glowface FLOATS down from the gaping hole in the ceiling and

lands on the floor. The Scream Queens and the S.N.A.F.U

Agents SLIDE down into the headquarters by rope.

(CONTINUED)
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The Scream Queens SCREAM at the Mr.A’s office 2-way window

causing it to SHATTER. Mr. A walks up to the ledge of his

office window. He looks worried and TURNS on his watch.

MR. A

(into his watch)

Homebase Call the Xs.

CUT TO

INT. THE XANDER’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM

In the living room, the Xander’s are watching another

animated movie. Then Tucker’s watch starts to VIBRATE and

the other watches start to VIBRATE too.

Tuesday takes off her watch and put it into her backpack.

Truman takes off his watch and puts it under his pillow.

TUCKER XANDER

(into his watch)

What is it Homebase?

HOMEBASE

(Tucker’s Watch)

Mr.X there is a situation.

TRUDY XANDER

(into her watch)

Could it wait Homebase? We are

tired from our mission.

HOMEBASE

(Trudy’s watch)

I am sorry Mrs.X but

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R wants you

immediately.

TRUDY XANDER

(into her watch)

Whatever it is, they have to wait,

because we have had a long day on

our first mission.

Trudy takes off her and Tucker’s watch and opens the drawer.

She puts them into the drawer and CLOSES it.

TRUMAN XANDER (O.S)

This is the best part the babbies

are going into the woods.

BACK TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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HOMEBASE (V.O)

(Mr.A’s watch)

Sorry sir, but they are not

responding.

On the main floor, the Scream Queens SONIC SCREAM at the

walls and the floors, causing DEBRIS to come up off of the

floor and falls from the walls. The S.N.A.F.U minions FIRE

LASERS out of their laser blasters, hitting the rest of the

Headquarters causing DEBRIS and SPARKS to come out from the

walls and ceiling.

Then S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents run towards them. The Scream

Queens SCREAMS at the agents, hitting them and made them FLY

through the air and fall to the floor. Mr.A has a mad look

on his face.

MR. A

Looks like I am on my own for this

one.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Mr.A leaps through

his office window and leaps down onto the main floor of

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R headquarters.

The S.N.A.F.U minions surround Mr.A point their laser

blasters at him.

GLOWFACE

(commands his minions)

Wait!!! Allow me to do this.

Glowface walks towards Mr. A with his arms crossed behind

his back.

MR. A

Glover you don’t need to do this.

GLOWFACE

Glover is gone. It’s only GLOWFACE

NOW!!!

Glowface FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of his hand at Mr.A hitting

him and made him fly into the air and SLAM against the wall.

Glowface throws a punch at Mr.A. Mr.A dodges the punch and

causing Glowface to hit the wall. Mr.A throws a kick at

Glowface, hitting him in the chest. He grabs Mr.A’s leg and

throws him through the air.

CUT TO
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INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R GADGET LABORATORY

Mr.A SMASHES through the window and falls onto the

laboratory floor. GG looks at Mr.A on the floor.

GG

(ask)

What’s going on?

MR. A

S.N.A.F.U is attacking.

Glowface walks into the gadget laboratory and FIRES ENERGY

BLAST out of his hands up at the ceiling, causing SPARKS to

fall from the ceiling.

GG runs up to the gadgets and grabs a sphere off of the wall

and throws it at Glowface. A FORCE FIELD APPEARS onto

Glowface, trapping him in the force field.

Glow face punches at the force field, causing it to SHATTER,

causing him to break free from the force field.

GG grabs a laser blaster off of the wall and FIRES LASERS at

Glowface. Glowface dodges the laser fire and runs at GG. GG

gets hit by Glowface’s punch and falls to the floor. Head

Agent grabs Glowface in a chockhold.

Glowface breaks free from the chockhold and throws Mr.A

against the wall.

GLOWFACE

I won’t stop until I have the last

of the serum.

Glowface throws a punch at Mr.A. Mr.A dodges the punch and

causing Glowface to punch the wall, causing DEBRIS to BREAK

off of the wall.

MR.A

(shouts)

YOU’RE NOT GETTING THAT SERUM!!!

Mr.A kicks Glowface in the chest and knocking him to the

floor. Glowface leaps off of the floor and throws a punch at

Mr.A, hitting him in the face. Mr.A FIRES a LASER out from

his watch at Glowface, but he dodges the attack and throws a

kick at Mr.A, hitting him and made him CRASH onto a table.

Mr.A throws a beaker at Glowface hitting him in the head.

(CONTINUED)
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GLOWFACE

You think a single beaker could

break my dome. I don’t think so.

Glowface FIRES RED ELECTRICITY out of his mouth at Mr.A.

Mr.A dodges the electricity causing it to hit the chemicals

behind him, and causing them to EXPLODE.

Mr. A grabs a metal rod off of the floor and presses a

button on it, causing it to TRANSFORM into a staff.

Glowface walks towards Mr. A. Mr.A swings the staff at

Glowface. Glowface blocks the attack and grabs the metal

staff out of Mr. A hands and throws a punch at him in the

chest.

MR.A

GG turn on the lasers in the lab.

GG

But you’re here sir!

MR. A

Just do it!!!

GG goes to the keyboard and presses a button on it causing

it to BEEP.

Laser cannons APPEAR from the ceiling. They point at

Glowface and FIRE LASERS at him. Glowface gets hit by the

laser fire. Mr.A runs out from the laser fire and SLIDES

down onto the floor and covers behind a counter.

Glowface FIRES RED ELECTRICITY out of his mouth at the laser

cannons, hitting them and make them fall onto the floor and

CRASH onto the floor.

Mr. A grabs 1 of the laser cannons and FIRES a LASER at

Glowface. Glowface gets hit by the laser fire and causing

him to FLY through the air and SLAM causing the wall,

causing the pressure of the impact to CRACK the wall.

Mr. A runs up to Glowface. Glowface FIRES ENERGY out of his

hands at Mr.A , causing the laser cannon to be knocked out

of his head. Glowface pushes off of the wall and tackles

Mr.A. Mr.A throws Glowface to the floor. Mr. A is mad.

MR. A

(mad)

This...Stops. HERE!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Mr. A gets hit by a SONIC SCREAM attack, causing

him to FLY through the air and fall onto the floor.

Glowface gets up off of the floor and walks up towards Mr.A

GLOWFACE

(to Mr.A)

You were a good friend, but it’s

time to end this.

Glowface raises his hand in the air causing RED GLOWING

ENERGY to surround his hand.

GG(O.S)

STOP!!!

GG presses a button on the keyboard and causing a trap door

from the floor to OPEN. The capsule rises from the trap

door.

Glowface walks up to the capsule and looks at it.

GLOWFACE

(to GG)

I hope that this isn’t a trick?

GG

No...It’s the real deal.

GLOWFACE

Good.

Glowface SNAPS his fingers. The S.N.A.F.U Agents run-up to

the capsule and picks it up. They walk back to Glowface and

the others.

GLOWFACE

Good. Now excuse us, we will be

going to Dubai...So...Goodbye.

Glowface, the Scream Queens, and the S.N.A.F.U agents walk

out of S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HQ.

MR.A

(to GG)

Why did you do that?

GG

I don’t want to see you get killed.

MR. A

(into his watch)

Homebase...Call the X’s
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CUT TO

INT. THE XANDER’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM

Back in the Xander’s living room the Xander’s are finishing

watching the last animated movie.

TRUDY XANDER

Those were good movies.

TUCKER XANDER

I know right.

(to the kids)

Now kids it’s time for bed.

TRUMAN XANDER

Come on we are spies now, could we

stay up for a little bit longer?

TRUDY XANDER

Nice try Truman, now get your butts

to bed.

TUESDAY XANDER

Alright, alright we are going.

Tuesday and Truman walk out of the living room. Tucker pulls

the drawer OPEN and takes out his watch.

TUCKER XANDER

(into his watch )

Alright Homebase, what is it you

need to say?

HOMEBASE

S.N.A.F.U attacked S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

TUCKER XANDER

What?

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS LOBBY

The wreckage is all over the place. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents

are cleaning up the debris from the floor and some of them

are wrapping bandages onto other agents.

The Xanders walk through the debris. GG is wrapping bandages

around Mr.A’s head, who is sitting in a chair.

(CONTINUED)
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TUCKER XANDER

(to Mr.A)

Mr.A. What happened?

MR. A

S.N.A.F.U broke in here and took

the last capsule containing the

serum.

TUESDAY XANDER

A serum...A serum for what?

GG

It’s what’s in the serum that

matters.

TUCKER XANDER

What’s in the serum?

MR. A

It’s a disease. A diease that made

Glowface who he is today.

TRUMAN XANDER

Mr.A we need to know, who is

Glowfce, and why he needs the

diease for and why is he here?

MR.A’S P.O.V

Mr.A looks at the Xanders. GG nods his head.

MR. A

Ok. You want to the truth. Here is

the whole truth.

DISSOLVE TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS MANY YEARS AGO

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Many years ago

in S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Headquarters GLOVER FACESON in his late

30’s handsome, smart, nice, has short hair and has a beard

who is mopping the floors of the main floors.

MR.A (V.O)

Many years ago Glowface was a

normal person named Glover Faceson.

He was a nice man.

A S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Agent hi-fives Glover’s hand and walks

away from him.

(CONTINUED)
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MR.A (V.O)

He has a dream of being a

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent just like us.

Then a Young Mr.A comes into the headquarters through the

elevators. Everyone CLAPS for him as he walks into the

headquarters.

MR.A (V.O)

Back in those days, I was a top

agent, and didn’t had a codename.

Glover always looks up to me,

always wants to be a top agent like

me.

CUT TO

INT. MR.A’S HOUSE LATER (FLASHBACK)

Moments later at Mr.A’s house, Glover and his WIFE are at

the front door with Glover holding a casserole dish.

MR.A (V.O)

Which eventually we become friends.

DINING ROOM

In the dining room, Mr.A and his WIFE and KIDS with Glover

and his wife are having a Thanksgiving dinner.

MR.A (V.O)

Glover and I become great friends,

and soon he comes to a family

friend.

Glover’s wife hugs Mr.A’s DAUGHTER. Glover passes the salt

to Mr.A’s Wife and Glover passes the mashed potatoes to

Mr.A’s SON.

MR. A (V.O)

Everything seems to be great, but

things come to an end.

CUT TO

INT.DOCTOR’S OFFICE LATER (FLASHBACK)

The Doctor closes the file, with Glover and his wife are

sitting across from him.

(CONTINUED)
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MR.A (V.O)

Soon Glover’s wife was diagnosed

with cancer.

Glover looks are his wife with a worried look on his face.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R LABOATORY (FLASHBACK)

Glover is in the laboratory looking through a microscope.

Glover takes his eyes off of the microscope and stirs a

metal stick in chemicals in a beaker.

MR.A (V.O)

With no cure available Glover has

no choice but to try to cure the

cancer himself.

Glover POORS a test tube of serum into the beaker, causing

it to TURN RED.

CUT TO

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM (FLASHBACK)

Glover walks into the hospital room, with a bouquet of

flowers in his hand. His wife is lying in bed. A Nurse

covers his wife’s face with the blanket.

MR.A (V.O)

Glover made the cure and gave it to

his wife, but it turns out that he

made the disease evolve into a

deadlier disease, which causes his

wife to die.

Glover drops the bouquet of flowers onto the floor and

collapses onto his knees in sadness.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R LABOATORY (FLASHBACK)

In the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R laboratory, Glover is working hard in

the laboratory. He rushes to a table and picks up to beakers

and POORS them into another beaker causing the chemicals in

the beaker to turn BLACK.

(CONTINUED)
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MR.A (V.O)

Glover tries so hard to try to

bring his wife back to life, by

making something that would make

her alive again and cure cancer to.

Suddenly Mr.A and several S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents BREAK down

the door to the laboratory. The agents rush towards Glover.

MR.A (V.O)

We know what he is doing so we put

a stop to him.

Glover picks up a laser gun off of the table and points it

at the incoming agents. He picks up the beaker and walks

backward.

MR.A (V.O)

Glover refuses to go down without a

fight...When suddenly this happens.

Glover bumps into a shelf of 3 dozen different vales of

chemicals and serums. Glover FIRES a LASER BLAST out from

his laser blaster at the ceiling causing a large wire to

fall from the ceiling and falls onto Glover, causing him to

get SHOCKED by the wire and causing the shelf of chemicals

to fall on top of him, and causing him to BURST into FLAMES.

MR.A (V.O)

Glover fires the laser at the

ceiling and causing a wire to fall

onto him, and electrocuting him in

the process and the chemicals fall

onto him to.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Agents take out the fire extinguisher

and EXTINGUISHS the fire on Glover.

Glover stands up from the SMOKE with him bald, have red

skin, and sparks coming out from his head.

MR. A(V.O)

The other agents extinguish the

fire and cause a side effect on

Glover. The chemicals turned his

skin red, and black rings to

surround his eyes and electricity

to come out of his head and energy

to come out of his hands.

Glover looks at his hands and SCREAMS causing ELECTRICITY to

come out of his mouth and ENERGY BLAST to come out of his

head, causing SPARKS to fall from the ceiling and DEBRIS to

falls from the walls.

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R CONTAINMENT FACILITY (FLASHBACK)

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents take Glover to the containment

facility where he is wearing a rubber suit and a globe on

his head.

MR.A (V.O)

From the incident, we arrest Glover

and put him into the containment

facility with the other

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R villains. We put a

rubber suit on him to control his

powers and a glass globe over his

head to contain his electricity and

to make him breathe, because he

can’t regular air.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents put Glover into a prison cell and

close the DOOR.

CUT TO

INT.S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R CONTAINMENT FACILITY NIGHT TIME LATER

(FLASHBACK)

Later the evening Glover takes out his rubber gloves and

throws them onto the floor.

Glover walks over to the cell bars and grabs hold of them.

Glover’s cell door BLASTS off letting Glover walk out of his

cell.

MR. A (V.O)

Later that evening, Glover escapes

and frees the other inmates.

Glover FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at the other

cells, causing the cell doors to fall and releasing the

inmates.

CUT TO
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INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS LOBBY (FLASHBACK)

Glover and the inmates walk into the lobby and towards the

elevators. Suddenly Mr.A runs up towards them.

Glover takes his globe off of his head and FIRES ELECTRICITY

out of his mouth at Mr.A hitting him and made him FLY into

the air and SLAM onto the wall.

MR.A (V.O)

I tried to stop him, but I failed.

Glover puts his globe back onto his head and he and the

inmates walk towards the elevators.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON PARKING LOT ABANDON GLASS BUILDING FLASHBACK

(MANY YEARS AGO)

Glover and the inmates walk out of the abandoned building

and walk into the parking lot. Suddenly S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

vehicles DRIVE into the parking lot. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents

come out of their vehicles and aim their laser blasters at

Glover and the other inmates.

Glover FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at the vehicles

causing them to EXPLODE and LAUNCH into the air.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agent runs away from the flying

vehicles, causing the vehicles to SMASH onto the ground. The

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents run towards Glover. Glover FIRES

ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at several S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

agents hitting them and make some of them fall to the

ground.

Glover blocks an attack from an agent and throws him onto

the ground. Glover throws a sidekick at another agent and

throws a spin hook kick at another agent knocking them to

the ground.

Glover and the other inmates walk away from the abandoned

building.

MR.A (V.O)

Glover’s life was never the same

again. And for now on he became

Glowface and created S.N.A.F.U

Society of Nefarious and Felonious

Undertakings.

RETURN TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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MR. A

Now you know about S.N.A.F.U and

Glowface

TRUDY XANDER

What we need to do no is to stop

him and save the world.

TRUDY XANDER

(ask Mr.A)

Do you know where they are now?

MR. A

He and his minions went to Dubai.

TUESDAY XANDER

Why Dubai?

TRUMAN XANDER

Maybe he needs to have a higher

point to release the disease.

GG

Like the Burj Khalifa?

TRUMAN XANDER

Yes. If he releases the disease it

will go airborne.

MR.A

Take 1 of the jets. It will get you

to Dubai quickly.

The Xanders run down the hallway to the hangers.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS HANGERS

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Xanders Mr.A

and GG run into the hangers, where it was empty.

TRUDY XANDER

Where are all of the jets?

MR. A

Looks like Glowface and his minions

took all of the jets to Dubai.

GG

Don’t worry, we have some spare

jets.

(CONTINUED)
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GG pulls a lever on the wall. Then a jet ELEVATES from the

secret hatch to the hanger. The Xanders run towards the

jet.

TRUMAN XANDER

Sweet Design.

TUESDAY XANDER

I hope that this will get us to

Dubai.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the X’s watches. )

Yes it will, thank to me as your

navigator, you’ll all be there in a

snap.

TUCKER XANDER

Thanks for the heads up Homebase.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET COCKPIT

The Xanders go into the jet. Tuesday and Truman go into the

back seats of the jet and Tucker and Trudy sit in the front

seats.

TUCKER XANDER

This looks easy. It looks like we

are in a car.

GG

Yes, it is. Now there is a manual

in the glove compartment.

Trudy OPENS the glove compartment and takes out the manual.

Trudy BLOWS on it making the DUST come off of it.

TRUDY XANDER

Looks like no 1 uses the manual

anymore.

Suddenly Homebase APPEARS on the cockpit’s dashboard

monitoring screen.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(Tucker’s watch)

Who needs a manual when you have

me?

(CONTINUED)
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MR. A

Good luck X’s. The fate of the

world is in your hands.

Tucker presses a button on the jet causing it to POWER UP.

The engineers’ ROAR and the jet starts to SHAKE.

TUCKER XANDER

Alright family, let’s go save the

world.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS HANGERS

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet engineers BLOW FIRE. The jet ROCKETS

out of the hanger and up through the tunnel.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON BUILDING DAYTIME

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet BLAST off from behind the abandoned

building FLIES towards the east.

FADE TO

EXT/INT OPEN SKIES S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

In the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet, Tucker puts his watch on the

dashboard causing Homebase to APPEAR on the dashboard

screen.

TRUDY XANDER

(to Homebase)

Homebase gives us the quickest

route to Dubai.

HOMEBASE

(cockpit dashboard screen)

Just keep on heading east and

you’ll be there.

Tuesday looks out the window and sees that another jet is

right beside them. Tuesday looks worried.

(CONTINUED)
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TUESDAY XANDER

Um...Guys...We have some company up

ahead.

TRUMAN XANDER

Same on my side to.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A jet APPEARS on

Truman’s side of the jet. The jets FIRE their LASERS at the

Xander’s jet, hitting it and causing it to SHAKE.

TUCKER XANDER

Looks like they don’t want us to

get to Dubai in time.

TRUDY XANDER

Time to shoot them out of the sky

now.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

Goodthing thing the jet has lasers.

Then joysticks APPEAR out from the back of the front seats

and fall onto Truman and Tuesday’s laps.

TUESDAY XANDER

Are these going to help us with the

lasers?

TRUMAN XANDER

They look like gaming joysticks.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

They are. Just point and aim the

laser cannons at the other jets and

fire the laser back at them.

TRUMAN XANDER

I hope I get a high score.

SKIES ABOVE.

The other jets FIRE LASERS at the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet, the

jet dodges the laser fire and go upward into the air.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FIRES LASERS down towards the other

jets hitting them and made them EXPLODE.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Nice hit son.

(CONTINUED)
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TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

Now for the rest of them.

Suddenly more jets APPEAR out of the clouds and FIRE

MISSILES at the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet.The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet

gets hit by the missiles and TWIRLS in the air.

TUESDAY XANDER (V.O)

They have missiles to?

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

TRUDY XANDER

Does this thing have a forcefield?

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Yes it does. Just press the green

button.

Trudy presses the green button causing a FORCE FIELD to

APPEAR around the jet. The Missiles hit the force field

causing them to EXPLODE on impact.

TRUMAN XANDER

And what about themissiles? Where

do we fire missiles from the jet?

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Just press the button on the

joystick pad itself.

SKIES ABOVE

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet turns around and FIRES missiles at

the incoming jets. The incoming jets get hit by the missiles

causing them to EXPLODE.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FLIES through several clouds, are

dozens of more jets follow after them.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

Just to warn you Mr.X but there is

more jets coming towards us.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Great, how many jets does

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R have?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

OVer 1000 sir.

(CONTINUED)
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The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FIRES LASERS at the other jets

hitting them and causing them to EXPLODE. The

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet dodges some LASER FIRE from the other

jets.

TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

Well, we better find away to shut

these jets down.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

TUCKER XANDER

(to Truman)

Truman,do you have an idea to stop

these jets?

TRUMAN XANDER

Due to the design, the might run on

electricity, so an electric

magnetic plus could stop them.

TUESDAY XANDER

I hope you’re right about that

idea.

TRUDY XANDER

Let’s give it a try.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Good, the EMP switch is on your

left.

Trudy FLICKS the switch on the control board on her left.

SKIES ABOVE.

An ELECTRIC WAVE comes out of the jet, hitting the other

jets and causing them to fall out of the sky.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

That takes care of that.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

Not exactly.

TUESDAY XANDER (V.O)

What made you say that?

Suddenly the jet gets hit by LASERS causing it to shake.

(CONTINUED)
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HOMEBASE (V.O)

That’s why.

TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

Where are they coming from?

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Their jets are all invisible now.

TUESDAY XANDER

Seriously? They turn invisible?

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen))

Of course. You can only see them

with heat vision.

TRUMAN XANDER

Now I get it, if we use heat vision

we can see the pilots’ body heat so

we can know it’s them.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Yes. Good thing the jet has a

thermograph.

TUCKER XANDER

Now we can have the advantage.

Tucker presses the button in front of him. The THERMOGRAPH

screen APPEARS on the windshield of the jet. THERMOGRAM of

S.N.A.F.U minions in the invisible jets APPEAR on the

thermograph screen.

TUESDAY XANDER

We can see them now.

TUCKER XANDER

Fire away kids.

SKIES ABOVE.

LASER FIRE and MISSILE FIRE from the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet,

hitting the invisible jets, causing them to EXPLODE and the

S.N.A.F.U. agents PARACHUTE down towards the Atlantic Ocean.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

There are more jets in the air. How

about we take the jet for a “spin”.
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TRUMAN XANDER (V.O)

Sounds good dad.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet SPINS in the air and FIRES MISSILES

and LASERS at the other jets hitting them and make them

EXPLODE.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FLIES through the SMOKE. And the

other jets follow after them. The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FIRES

LASERS from behind at the incoming jets, hitting them and

making them EXPLODE.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

In the S.U.P.E.R.I.OR Jet the Xanders see an incoming jet

headed towards them.

TRUDY XANDER

Heads up honey there comes another

jet heading towards us.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

And don’t forget the other incoming

jet coming from behind.

CLOSE UP:REAR-VIEW MIRROR

Tucker adjusts the rear-view mirror. The Rear-view mirror

shows another incoming jet coming from behind them.

RETURN TO SCENE

TUCKER XANDER

I got an idea.

TRUDY XANDER

IT better not be a stupid idea.

TUCKER XANDER

Trustme Trudy it’s not stupid.

SKIES ABOVE.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet POWERS DOWN and falls from the sky.

The 2 jets CRASH into each other causing them to EXPLODE on

impact.

The 2 S.N.A.F.U minions PARACHUTE down to the Atlantic. The

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet falls towards the Atlantic Ocean.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET
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The Xanders are holding on to the edge of their seats as

they are falling towards the Atlantic Ocean.

TRUDY XANDER

(shouts)

OK TUCKER!!! THIS IS A STUPID

IDEA!!!

TRUMAN XANDER

(shouts)

DAD DO SOMETHING!!!

TUCKER XANDER

(shouts)

I GOT THIS UNDER CONTROL!!!

Tucker presses the start button on the dashboard causing it

to BEEP.

CUT TO

EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet falls to the ocean. Suddenly the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet engineers ROAR and FIRE BACK ON again,

causing the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet to FLOAT 2 feet over the

ocean.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I told you that I got this.

TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

You think. I nearly lost my lunch.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

Just to tell you that,

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jets

don’thavemotion sickness bags.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet BLAST OFF into the air and towards

the sky.

CUT TO

EXT/INT SKIES OVER EUROPE S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

SKIES OVER EUROPE
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The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FLIES through the skies over Europe.

Suddenly a large airliner plane APPEARS through the clouds.

All of a sudden a LASER FIRE comes out of nowhere hitting

the wing of the airliner causing it to fall from the sky.

ACTION THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

AIRLINER

The Passengers and staff geel the FORCE of the airliner

FALLING towards the ground.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

Trudy has a surprise and shock look on her face while

looking out of the window.

TRUDY XANDER

TUCKER LOOK!!!

Tucker looks out through the window and sees an airliner

falling towards the ground.

TUCKER XANDER

Oh no!!!

TRUMAN XANDER

Dad, there’s people onboard the

plane.

TUCKER XANDER

If that plane is falling, that

means S.N.A.F.U is behind all of

this.

TUESDAY XANDER

And we must have forgotten a jet.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Tuesday is right Mr.X

The thermograph screen shows an invisible jet with the

THERMOGRAM of the S.N.A.F.U agent in the jet.

SKIES OVER EUROPE

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet FIRES a LASER at the invisible jet

hitting it and makes it EXPLODE. The S.N.A.F.U minion

PARACHUTES down towards the ground.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet dives down to catch up with the

falling airliner.
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S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

TUCKER XANDER

(to Homebase)

Homebase how many people are

onboard the airplane?

A Screen APPEARS on the windshield showing the falling

airliner. The image shows the inside of the airplane.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

Over 208 people, 200 passengers, 6

staff, and 2 pilots.

TUCKER XANDER

How heavy is the plane?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

About 346.100 tons.

TRUDY XANDER

How much can the jet can carry?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

Just 325 tons.

TRUDY XANDER

That plane is too heavy.

TUCKER XANDER

We’re savig it anyway.

SKIES OVER EUROPE

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet HOVERS over the falling airliner.

Metal cables APPEAR out of the bottom of the jet and wrap

them around the airliner.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

TRUMAN XANDER

Dad are you nuts, the jet can’t

carry a heavy airplane like this

one. If it can be left up the

plane, the cables will snap.

TUESDAY XANDER

After themission, could we stop by

in Paris?
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TRUDY XANDER

Focus Tuesday.

SKIES OVER EUROPE.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet flies upward while pulling the

airliner into the air.

TRUMAN XANDER (V.O)

Dad, it’s working.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Good, now we can find a safe place

to land this plane.

Suddenly the airliner starts to fall again, pulling the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet down with it.

TUESDAY XANDER (V.O)

It’s not working. The airliner is

too heavy.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

Tucker pulls the wheel upward while SWEAT comes down from

his forehead

TRUDY XANDER

Tucker, we’re falling. Let go of

the plane.

TUCKER XANDER

I can’t, there are too many lives

at stake.

(to Homebase)

Homebase does this jet have booster

rockets?

HOMEBASE (V.O)

Yes it does Mr.X.

SKIES OVER EUROPE.

CLOSE UP: UNDER THE S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

The booster rockets TURN ON and make the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet

move upward.

RETURN TO SCENE

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet FLIES upward lowering the airliner

with it.
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TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Now that is over time to lower this

down somewhere safe.

Suddenly enemy jets APPEAR out of the clouds and surround

the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

(mad)

OH COME ON!!! Don’t these guys ever

give up?

The enemy jets FIRE LASERS and missiles at the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet. The jet gets hit by the laser fire

while lowering the airliner to the ground.

Suddenly 1 of the cables of the jet gets hit by the laser

fire causing it to SNAP.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet SHAKES from the force of the snap of

the cable.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen)

X’s we lost a cable.

TUCKER XANDER

(to Trudy)

Trudy activates the force fields

again.

(to the kids)

Kids fire everything that you got.

TRUDY XANDER

I hope the force field can cover

the airliner.

SKIES OVER EUROPE.

The force field ACTIVATES on the S.U.P.E.R.I.O. R Jet. The

Force field then FLOWS down towards the airliner, causing it

to cover the airliner.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet FIRES MISSILES and LASERS at the

enemy jets, hitting them and making them EXPLODE.

More Jets FIRE LASERS at the force field causing the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O R Jet and Airliner to SHAKE and SWING in the

air, while the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet lowers the airliner to

the ground.
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TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

Looks like they won’t stop until we

are defeated.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

I know that Trudy. Homebase gives

us a perfect location to land this

place.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

I’m on it.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

In the jet, Tuesday and Truman are firing lasers and

missiles by controlling them with their joysticks.

TRUMAN’S P.O.V

Truman sees that the missiles and laser power are DECLINING

on the computer screen.

RETURN TO SCENE

TRUMAN XANDER

Mom, Dad, Tuesday, looks like we

are getting low on missiles and

lasers.

TUCKER XANDER

Are you sure?

TUESDAY XANDER

Truman’s right, we’re getting low

on ammo.

The laser and missile FIRE hits the last 5 enemy jets,

hitting them and causing them to EXPLODE.

Through the window, more enemy jet comes right towards them.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard screen

We are outnumbered, I suggest a new

plan of action.

TUCKER XANDER

I got a new plan right here.

TRUDY XANDER

(disagrees)

No, no, no, don’t even think about

it. The weight of the plane will...
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TUCKER XANDER

(interrupts)

Too late!!!

Tucker presses a button on the dashboard, causing the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet to TURN OFF.

SKIES OVER EUROPE.

The weight of the airliner drops towards the ground, pulling

the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet along with it.

The Enemy jets them CRASH into each other causing them to

EXPLODE on impact. The jet and airliner fall right towards

the ground.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

The Xanders are holding on to the edge of their seats while

falling towards the ground.

HOMEBASE

(dashboard)

Mr.X we are going to hit the ground

in 60 seconds.

TUCKER XANDER

Not if I have anything to say about

it.

Tucker presses the button on the wheel causing the jet to

POWER UP again.

TUCKER XANDER

(to Homebase)

Homebase engines and booster

rockets to full power.

TRUDY XANDER

(to Tucker)

I hope you know what you’re doing.

TUCKER XANDER

Of course I do.

CUT TO
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EXT/INT. BEACHES OF BARCELONA SPAIN S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

On the beaches of Barcelona, Beach Goers are enjoying the

sunny day at the beach. Some of them are playing beach

volleyball, some of them are building sandcastles, and some

of them are just sunbathing.

A Female Beach Goer takes off her sunglasses a SCREAMS in

fear. The others look up into the air and SCREAM.

They run off of the beach as the airliner and

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet falls towards the beach.

Suddenly the airliner stops falling just 20 feet in the air.

The beachgoers are surprised and start CHEERING. ACTION

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet raises the airliner 20 feet in the

air.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

In the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet, the Xanders all look outside of

the glass dome seeing the people cheering for them.

TRUDY XANDER

Looks like we did it.

BEACHES OF BARCELONA

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet lowers the airliner onto the beach

shore. The doors to the plane OPEN and causing inflatable

slides to APPEAR out of the plane.

The passengers from the plane slide down the slides.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Now that’s out of the way, we can

finally stop Glowface.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet then FLIES towards the distance and

away from the beach.

CUT TO

EXT. BURJ KHALIFA DUBAI LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Glowface pocks his

head out from the top of the Burj Khalifa. Glowface smiles

evilly.
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GLOWFACE

Perfect. Now to the Piece de

resistance.

Glowface puts a device on the side of the top of the

building. He presses a button on it causing it to TRANSFORM

into a giant circular metal platform.

Glowface climbs out of the tube and walks onto the circular

platform.

Suddenly the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet arrives in Dubai and jets

towards the Burj Khalifa. The jet HOVERS in the air and aims

it’s laser at Glowface.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

(jet’s speakers)

Glowface. Surrender now and come

peacefully back to S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R

GLOWFACE

(shouts)

Screw you, that organization is

just a bunch of baloney.

TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

(jet’s speakers)

Just surrender now and we will go

easyt on you.

GLOWFACE

NEVER!!

Glowface FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his mouth at the jet,

hitting it and causing SMOKE to come out from it and making

fall to the ground.

TRUMAN XANDER (V.O)

That’s so cool he can fire

electricity out of his mouth.

TRUDY XANDER (V.O)

Truman can’t you tell that we are

falling.

TRUMAN XANDER (V.O)

Sorry Mom.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R jet SPINS around the building while

falling towards the ground.

CUT TO
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INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

Tucker struggles to get control back onto the jet. Tuesday

and the others look scared.

TUESDAY XANDER

Is this the end for us?

TUCKER XANDER

No way. Not TODAY!!!

CUT TO

EXT. FRONT OF THE BURJ KLAFIA FRONT GROUNDS.

Dozens of S.N.A.F.U minions are guarding the entrance to the

building. Suddenly the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet comes right

towards them. The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet FIRES its laser at the

S.N.A.F.U minions hitting them and causing them to fall and

SKID onto the ground.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet CRASHES and SKIDS onto the ground.

Tucker kicks the glass doom off of the jet. The Xanders hop

out of the jet.

TUCKER XANDER

(to his family)

You guys stay here. I will take

care of Glowface.

TRUDY XANDER

WHAT?!!

Tucker runs towards the Burj Khalifa. Trudy grabs his arm

and stops him. HAPPY DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND.

TRUDY XANDER

Tucker, you can’t do this by

yourself. This is a family thing.

TRUDY XANDER

I know that’s why you should stay

here.

TRUDY XANDER

Do you want to prove that you’re

the greastest spy in the world?
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TUCKER XANDER

No, it’s just that...

TRUDY XANDER

It’s just what?

TUCKER XANDER

I don’t want to lose you guys

alright!!!. I just can’t.

TRUDY XANDER

Is this from the Brazil incident?

TUCKER XANDER

No. Since we are part of the spy

family thing. I don’t want to see

you guys get hurt, or even worse.

Trudy hugs and kisses Tucker on the lips. Truman and Tuesday

run up and hugs their parents and they all smile.

TRUDY XANDER

Tucker you don’t need to worry

about this. We are a spy family

now. What’s the worst that could

happen?

Suddenly the S.N.A.F.U minions into their fighting stance.

Then it’s revealed that the minions were normal people and

are confused.

BANK MANAGER

Ahh, what happened? Where are we?

TRUDY XANDER

Excuses me. Are you that bank

manager from the local bank?

BANK MANAGER

I am, but that doesn’t answer my

question.

They walk up to them. Tucker picks up a broken S.N.A.F.U

helmet from the ground.

TUCKER XANDER

(into his watch)

Homebase scan and identify.

Tucker’s watch SCANS the broken helmet.
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HOMEBASE

(Tucker’s watch)

It appears that Glowface is using

mind control helmets onto these

poor citizens.

TRUMAN XANDER

Mind Control helment...Cool

TRUDY XANDER

Glowface doesn’t have any minions

of S.N.A.F.U at all, he only uses

his technology to control the minds

of poor people.

TUESDAY XANDER

We better go in and save those

people and stop Glowface.

(to the Bank Manager)

You and these people get to

somewhere safe.

The Xanders run towards the Burj Khalifa.

CUT TO

INT. BURJ KHALIFA LOBBY

The Xanders run into the lobby of the Burj Khalifa. Suddenly

100s of S.N.A.F.U minions come running into the lobby and

point their laser blasters at the family.

The Xanders go into their fighting stances.

TUCKER XANDER

Don’t look scared. We are family.

And we know that these agents are

just regular people being mind

controlled.

TRUMAN XANDER

So does that mean we have to fight

our way through to get to Glowface.

TUCKER XANDER

That’s right.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The S.N.A.F.U

minions FIRE their laser blasters at the Xanders. Truman

comes in front and TURN ON his force field belt causing a

FORCE FIELD to APPEAR around the family.

The lasers REFLECT off of the force field.
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TUCKER XANDER

(to Truman)

Great idea to bring that along.

TRUMAN XANDER

I also brought along some other

gadgets with us also.

The S.N.A.F.U minions’ laser blasters start to POWER DOWN.

They look at their laser blasters to know what’s wrong with

them.

Truman TURNS OFF his FORCE FIELD BELT. The Xanders run

towards the S.N.A.F.U minions.

Tucker throws a punch at a S.N.A.F.U minion, hitting his

globe helmet, causing it to SMASH into pieces. The man

feels his head and smiles.

PERSON 1

I’m free. I’m free!!!

Tucker dodges a punch from a S.N.A.F.U minion and pulls its

helmet off of it, revealing it was a woman wearing the

helmet.

PERSON 2

Oh my gosh, I’m free.

Suddenly an S.N.A.F.U minion grabs hold of Tucker. Tucker

judo throws him onto the ground and SMASHES its helmet into

pieces. The man smiles with relief. Tucker throws a punch

at a S.N.A.F.U minion hitting its helmet and SMASHES it into

pieces, revealing a woman under the helmet

The woman CHEERS and runs out of the lobby. Tucker FIRES

LASERS out of his tie at 3 incoming S.N.A.F.U minions,

hitting their helmets and causing them to SHATTER into

pieces. The people under the helmets smile with freedom.

Trudy is surrounded by 10 S.N.A.F.U minions. Trudy gets into

her fighting stances.

TRUDY XANDER

Alright, 1 against 10. Let’s try

this. 2 arms behind my back and..

The S.N.A.F.U minions get closer to Trudy. Trudy throws a

spin hook kick at the agent’s helmets and SMASHES them into

pieces.

The mind-controlled people are glad that they are out of the

effect of the mind control helmets.
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TRUDY XANDER

(smiles)

Glad to be of service.

Suddenly Trudy gets hit by a S.N.A.F.U minion. Trudy throws

a spin hook kick at the minion hitting him and knocking his

helmet off of his head and causing the helmet to SMASH onto

the floor.

The man was relieved and confused. Trudy throws a punch at

another S.N.A.F.U minion, hitting her in the helmet causing

it to SMASH into pieces. The lady under the helmet smiles.

Trudy dodges an attack from a S.N.A.F.U minion and kicks the

helmet off of his head and causing it to fall to the floor

and SMASH into pieces. She throws elbow strikes at 2 more

incoming S.N.A.F.U minions, hitting them into the helmets,

and SMASHES them into pieces.

The people who are under the helmets’ mind control CHEER.

Trudy takes out her Eskrima sticks out from behind her back

and TWIRLS them. She dodges punches and kicks from incoming

S.N.A.F.U minions. Trudy swings her Eskrima sticks onto the

helmets of the S.N.A.F.U minions, causing them to SMASH the

helmets into pieces.

The 2 people wearing the helmets are glad that they are free

from mind control. Trudy puts her Eskrima sticks together

and causing them to TRANSFORM into a bo-staff. Trudy

launches herself through the air with her bo-staff and uses

it to SMASH the S.N.A.F.U minions’ helmets into pieces.

Suddenly 3 more S.N.A.F.U minions run right towards her.

Trudy TWIRLS her bo-staff and swings it at the incoming

S.N.A.F.U agents hitting their helmets causing them to SMASH

into pieces.

The people who are wearing the helmets CHEER with relief.

PERSON 3

(smiles)

We’re free, and ouch that hurts.

TRUDY XANDER

Sorry about that, trying to save

you guys and the world here.

Trudy throws her bo-staff into the air. She turns back and

FIRES LASERS out of her watch at 5 incoming S.N.A.F.U

minions hitting their helmets and causing them to SHATTER

into pieces.
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Trudy catches her bo-staff and TWIRLS it and swings it at an

incoming S.N.A.F.U minion’s helmet SMASHING it into pieces.

Suddenly more S.N.A.F.U minions come down the escalator

towards Tuesday and Truman. Truman presses a button onto the

escalator, causing to STOP, and causing the S.N.A.F.U agents

to fall down the escalator, and causing their helmets on

their heads to SMASH into pieces.

The people wearing the helmets are dizzy and confuse.

TRUMAN XANDER

Sorry, trying to save the world

here.

Truman FIRES SLIME out of his super soaker at the incoming

S.N.A.F.U minions, hitting their legs. They lift up their

legs and struggle to get out of the slime. Truman leaps into

the air and throws a kick at the helmets, hitting them and

causing them to fall to the floor. The freed people CHEER

with relief.

Suddenly Truman gets captured by a S.N.A.F.U minion and the

agent raises him into the air. Truman kicks in the air while

being raised by the S.N.A.F.U minion. He kicks at the minion

in the helmet, and SMASHES into pieces.

The man wearing the helmet looks confused.

PERSON 4

Uhhh...Where are I?

TRUMAN XANDER

We can explain it to you later, but

could you put me own please.

The Man puts Truman down onto the floor and leaves the

building. Suddenly more S.N.A.F.U minions come right

towards Truman. Truman leaps into the air with his spring

shows and throws kicks at the S.N.A.F.U minion’s helmets,

causing them to SMASH into pieces.

The people look confused as they are free from mind control.

Suddenly another S.N.A.F.U minions come right at Truman and

throw a punch at him. Truman ducts the punch and throws a

punch at the minion, hitting him in the groin. The minion

collapses onto his knees. A BOXING GLOW comes out from his

backpack and throws a punch at the minion’s helmet and

causing it to SHATTER into pieces.

TRUMAN XANDER

(apologizes)

Sorry, trying to save the world

here.
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Truman throws a kick at an incoming minion, causing his

helmet to be knocked off of his head. The man looks

confused and in pain.

PERSON 5

Ohhh...Where am I and why am I in

pain?

Truman jumps and leaps off of the man and throws a flying

jump kick at a S.N.A.F.U minion, hitting it and knocking its

helmet off of its head. The woman looks confused and CHEERS

with relief.

Truman takes out his Hyper Sonic Sound blast kazoo from his

pocket. Then S.N.A.F.U minions run at Truman. Truman BLOWS

his kazoo causing a HYPER SONIC SOUND BLAST to come out from

the kazoo causing the helmets on the S.N.A.F.U minions to

SHATTER and making the people who are wearing them free from

mind control.

Tuesday throws punches and kicks at incoming S.N.A.F.U

minions, hitting them and making their helmets to be knocked

off of them and fall onto the floor, SHATTERING the helmets

into pieces. The people who are wearing the helmet all CHEER

and are relieved.

Suddenly more S.N.A.F.U minions run right towards Tuesday.

Tuesday takes out the boombox out from her back and puts it

down onto the floor.

TUESDAY XANDER

(smiles)

Time to face the music.

Tuesday presses the button onto the boombox, causing a SONIC

SOUND WAVE to come out of the boombox and hit the S.N.A.F.U

minions causing their helmets to SHATTER into pieces. The

people CHEER as they are free from the mind control.

Tuesday dodges punches from an incoming agent. She grabs its

hand and judo throws it to the ground, causing its helmet to

SMASH off of its head revealing the woman wearing the

helmet. Tuesday throws a sidekick at an incoming S.N.A.F.U

agent, kicking its helmet off of him. Tuesday catches the

mind control helmet.

TUESDAY XANDER

(to the man)

Don’t wear this, it’s not a good

look.

Tuesday throws the helmet onto the floor, SMASHING it into

pieces. The man then runs out of the building. Tuesday
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leap frogs over an incoming S.N.A.F.U minion and throws a

back kick at it, causing it to hit against the wall, and

causing the helmet to SMASH into pieces.

Tuesday FIRES LASERS out from her watch at 5 incoming

S.N.A.F.U minions hitting their helmets causing them to

SHATTER into pieces.

Tuesday then grabs a fire extinguisher off of the wall and

rolls it onto the ground. A S.N.A.F.U minion trips over the

fire extinguisher and falls head first onto the floor,

causing its helmet to SMASH off of her. Tuesday dodges a

punch from a S.N.A.F.U minion and throws a leg sweep down

onto it, knocking it down to the ground. Tuesday pulls the

helmet off of its head and throws the helmet onto the floor,

causing it to SMASH into pieces.

Tuesday throws a back kick at an incoming S.N.A.F.U minion,

hitting him and knocking him to the ground. She pulls the

helmet off the agent and throws it against the wall, causing

it to SMASH into pieces. Tuesday then gets surrounded by

several S.N.A.F.U minions.

Suddenly Trudy leaps onto the floor behind 1 S.N.A.F.U

minion and SMASHING its helmet into pieces with her Eskrima

stick. The person who wears the helmet looks around and is

confuse.

PERSON 6

Where am I?

Tucker throws punches at 2 S.N.A.F.U minions, hitting their

helmets, and SMASHES them into pieces. The 2 men look

confused. Truman FIRES a SONIC SOUND WAVE out from his kazoo

at the other minion, hitting them and causing their helmets

to SMASH off of their helmets. The people who are wearing

the helmets look confuse.

TUCKER XANDER

(to the confse people)

Get out of here. There is a fire.

The peoplr run out of the Burj Khalifa lobby.

TRUDY XANDER

I hope that’s all of them?

TUESDAY XANDER

I hope so.

TRUMAN XANDER

Come on we have a bad guy to stop.

The Xanders run-up to the upper lobby level.
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CUT TO

INT. BURJ KHALIFA LOBBY UPSTAIRS LEVEL.

The Xanders run-up to the upstairs level to the lobby.

Suddenly several more S.N.A.F.U minions come out down the

hallway along with the Scream Queens.

TRUDY XANDER

Great more Fishbowl Heads.

TUESDAY XANDER

Alright with these Evia Divas.

The Scream Queens raise their hands into the air and point

their fingers at the Xanders. The S.N.A.F.U minions charge

at the Xanders.

The Xanders charge at the S.N.A.F.U minions. Tucker throws a

punch at an incoming S.N.A.F.U minion hitting him in the

helmet, causing the helmet on his head to BREAK into PIECES.

The man wearing the helmet looks confused and happy.

Trudy puts her Eskrima sticks together forming into a pair

of nun-chucks. She TWIRLS the nun-chucks and swings them at

2 S.N.A.F.U minions hitting them into the helmets and

causing their helmets to SMASH into PIECES. The 2 people

who wear the helmets are relieve and confuse.

Truman FIRES his super soaker at the incoming S.N.A.F.U

minion, hitting them and causing them to stick against the

wall. Truman SMASHES their helmets off of their heads

causing them to BREAK into pieces.

The people wearing the helmets are confused and they CHEER

with joy.

Tuesday throws leg sweeps onto 2 incoming S.N.A.F.U minions,

knocking them to the floor. She pulls the helmets off of the

minions’ heads causing them to break out of mind control.

The reveled people are relieved and are confused.

Tucker throws a S.N.A.F.U minion against the wall causing

its helmet to BREAK into pieces and causing the agent to

fall to the floor. The man who was wearing the helmet is

confused and wondering where he is.

TUCKER XANDER

Get out of the way, we have a world

to save.
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Tucker’s knee strikes onto a S.N.A.F.U minions’ helmet

BREAKING it into pieces and revealing the person’s head. He

throws the man to the floor and throws a punch at another

S.N.A.F.U minion knocking its helmet off of her head. Tucker

FIRES several LASERS at incoming S.N.A.F.U minions, hitting

their helmets, causing to reveal the people under the

helmets. The people CHEER with joy after being freed from

the mind control of the helmets.

Trudy TRANSFORMS her nun-chucks into a Bo staff. She TWIRLS

the staff and swings the bo-staff at the S.N.A.F.U minions’

helmets causing them to BREAK into pieces. Trudy throws a

kick at another incoming S.N.A.F.U minion knocking it to the

floor, causing its helmet to SMASH into pieces.

TRUDY XANDER

Looks like Glowface doesn’t want us

to get to the very top to stop him.

Trudy throws a leg sweep onto a S.N.A.F.U minion knocking

him to the floor. Trudy jabs her bo-staff at the minion’s

helmet SMASHING it into pieces. The man leaps off of the

floor and runs out of the building.

Tuesday presses a button on the boombox, causing SOUND WAVES

to come out from the boombox, causing the helmets on the

S.N.A.F.U minions to BREAK into pieces. Tuesday swings her

boombox at another S.N.A.F.U minion SMASHING its helmet into

pieces.

TUESDAY XANDER

Don’t worry, we will get there. And

when we are done this will be a

great front-page story for the

school newspaper.

Tucker throws a punch at a S.N.A.F.U minion knocking its

helmet off of its head.

TUCKER XANDER

I don’t think that’s a good idea.

Trudy TRANSFORM her bo-staff into Eskrima sticks and she

swings them at the incoming S.N.A.F.U minions, SMASHING

their helmets off of their heads.

TRUDY XANDER

(to Tuesday)

Your father has a point about that

Tuesday.
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Truman FIRES STICKY SLIME out from his super soaker at the

incoming S.N.A.F.U minions and causing them to get their

feet to stick to the floor. Truman throws a spin hook kick

at the minions, SMASHING their helmets off of them.

TRUMAN XANDER

You might expose our secret.

TUESDAY XANDER

What?...It’s just an option.

Tucker blocks an attack from a S.N.A.F.U minion and throws a

punch at his helmet, SMASHING it into pieces.

TUCKER XANDER

You guys get out of here right

away.

All of the people run out of the lobby. The Xanders run

towards the elevators. Suddenly the Scream Queens SONIC

SCREAM at them causing the Xanders to fall onto the floor.

TRUMAN

Not these girls again.

TUCKER XANDER

(to Truman)

Give me your belt.

Truman takes off his belt and gives it to Tucker. Tucker

quickly puts on the belt. The Scream Queens SONIC SCREAM at

Tucker. Tucker presses a button on the belt buckle causing a

FORCE FIELD to APPEAR around him. Tucker walks slowly

forward to the Scream Queens while he is in the force field.

TUESDAY XANDER

Great plan dad.

TUCKER XANDER

I know right. Now let’s stop

Glowface.

The Xanders run towards the elevators.

CUT TO

INT. BURJ KHALIFA ELEVATOR

The elevator doors OPEN and the Xanders get into the

elevator. The elevator doors CLOSES and Tucker kicks the

panel to the elevator OPEN.

Truman takes out 2 handfuls of wires out of the panel.
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TUCKER XANDER

(to Truman)

I hope you know what you are doing.

TRUMAN XANDER

I know what I am doing dad. This

elevator’s speed is 10 meters per

second. I am maxing this elevator’s

speed up to 100.

Truman puts the wires against each other causing a SPARK to

come out and causing the elevator to go very fast, causing

the Xanders to get pressed down onto the elevator floor by

the force of the speed.

TUESDAY XANDER

I think this is a bad idea.

TRUDY XANDER

We can’t use the jet, because it’s

damaged.

TUCKER XANDER

We better exit outof the elevator

when we get to the top.

CUT TO

EXT.BURJ KHALIFA TOP OF THE BUILDING PLATFORM

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Glowface puts a

large tube onto the floor of the platform. He presses a

button on the tube, causing it to TRANSFORM into a cannon

pointing it upward into the air.

Glowface takes out the capsule of the disease and puts it

into the cannon. He puts a control panel onto the cannon and

LOCKS it onto it.

Suddenly the elevator SMASHES through the large circular

platform and lunches into the air. The elevator doors OPEN

and the Xanders leap out of the elevator and land onto the

platform, with the elevator falls down towards the ground

behind them.

CUT TO
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EXT. BURJ KHALIFA FRONT ENTRANCE

The elevator SMASHES down onto the ground, with the people

in shock by the impact of the elevator.

The people look upward into the air seeing the large

platform at the very top of the Burji Khalifa.

RETURN TO SCENE

TUCKER XANDER

This ends now Glowface. Surrender

or else.

GLOWFACE

I don’t think so.

Glowface OPENS a briefcase and takes a small container out

of it.

TUESDAY XANDER

What’s what?

GLOWFACE

The cure for the disease.

TRUDY XANDER

What are you going to do with it?

GLOWFACE

Simple really. When the disease is

released into the air, it will

spread all over the world making

everyone sick, but I have the only

cure and I will give it to the

highest bidding country.

TUCKER XANDER

So you are risking to poison the

world for a large profit?

GLOWFACE

Of course...But not really.

Glowface throws the cure off of the platform, causing the

small container to fall towards the ground. Glowface

presses a button on the control panel, causing a 5-minute

countdown to APPEAR on the control panel.

GLOWFACE

I prefer to make the world’s

population die instead of a large

profit.
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The Xander’s go into their fighting stances.

TUCKER XANDER

You’re 1 sick twisted man.

(to his family)

Truy, Tuesday you and I beat up

Glowface. Truman, you try to stop

that countdown.

ACTION SPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Xanders

charge at Glowface. Glowface’s hands GLOW RED and FIRES RED

ENERGY at them. Tucker ACTIVATES the force field belt

causing a FORCE FIELD to APPEAR out of the belt buckle,

causing the red energy to REFLECT off of the force field.

Tucker DEACTIVATES the force field and Trudy throws a punch

at Glowface. Glowface blocks the punch and throws a counter

punch at Trudy. Tuesday presses a button on the boombox

causing a STRONG SOUND WAVE to come out of the boombox and

hits Glowface, causing him to SKID across the platform and

passes Truman who is TYPING on the control panel.

GLOWFACE

I should’ve hit the boy.

TRUMAN XANDER

You snooze you lose Fishbowl head.

Glowface FIRES ENERGY BLAST at the boombox, causing it to be

destroyed into PIECES. Glowface runs at Truman. Tucker

throws a punch at Glowface pushing him away from Truman.

TUCKER XANDER

(mad)

Don’t you dare hurt my son? Or you

won’t be sorry.

Glowface FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his mouth right at the

others.

IN SLOW MOTION. The electricity cuts Trudy’s hair. END SLOW

MOTION. Trudy’s cut hair BLOWS into the wind. Trudy gets mad

at Glowface.

TRUDY XANDER

Did you just cut my hair?!!!

TUESDAY XANDER

Owww!!! He’s in for it.

Trudy puts her Eskrima sticks together to TRANSFORM them

into a sledge hammer. She swings sit at Glowface hitting

him in the chest. She throws a jump kick at Glowface hitting
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him in the head. Glowface FIRES LIGHTNING out of his mouth

at Trudy. Trudy dodges the lightning and throws a crescent

kick at Glowface hitting him in the face.

Glowface BREAKS the sledgehammer in half and throws a punch

at Trudy hitting her in the chest. Tucker throws a punch at

Glowface hitting him in the head.

TUCKER XANDER

Your glass dome isn’t breaking.

GLOWFACE

It’s shatterproof. You have no

change of breaking it.

Glowface throws a punch at Tucker hitting him in the face.

He then throws a kick at him hitting him in the chest,

causing him to SKID backward. Tucker FIRES LASERS out from

his necktie at Glowface. Glowface dodges several laser beams

from Tucker’s necktie. Glowface throws a punch at Tucker

hitting him and made him SKID across the platform and fall

off of the edge of it.

Trudy quickly grabs his arm, making Tucker dangling over the

edge of the platform. Trudy pulls Tucker up back onto the

platform. Tucker smiles at Trudy.

TUCKER XANDER

Thanks honey.

Trudy smiles back at Tucker. Glowface FIRES ENERGY BLAST out

of his hands at Tuesday. Tuesday dodges the energy blast and

throws a kick at Glowface. Glowface gets hit by the kick at

throws a counter kick at Tuesday hitting her in the

shoulder. Tuesday blocks the kick at throws a punch at

Glowface hitting him in the chest.

Glowface stumbles backward from the punch. Glowface sees

Truman typing on the control panel.

GLOWFACE

Don’t you dare stop the countdown

boy.

Glowface runs right at Truman. Truman throws a back kick at

Glowface hitting him in the head and knocking him onto the

platform and SKIDS off of the platform.

TUCKER XANDER

Good work Truman.
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TRUDY XANDER

With Glowface out of the way, you

can continue stopping the

countdown.

TRUMAN XANDER

Mom, Dad I need to focus here. This

is 1 touch code to break.

Suddenly ELECTRICITY FIRES pass the Xanders. They turn their

heads and see Glowface climbs back up onto the platform.

Glowface get’s angry.

GLOWFACE

I am not...Going to be

defeated...By an AVERAGE FAMILY!!!

TUCKER XANDER

We are not an Average family...We

are the X’s

Glowface FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at them. Tucker

ACTIVATES his force field belt making a FORCE FIELD to

APPEAR and REFLECTING the energy blast upward into the air.

Glowface runs right at them. Glowface throws a punch at

Trudy, but she catches his punch and judo throws him onto

the platform.

TRUDY XANDER

This is for my hair!!!

Trudy throws a punch down onto Glowface hitting him in the

glass dome causing CRACKS to APPEAR on the front of the

glass dome. Trudy throws another punch at Glowface.

Glowface dodges the punch and throws Trudy off of him.

Glowface leaps up off of the platform floor and throws a

kick at Tucker. Tuesday blocks the kick and Tucker throws a

punch at him. Glowface gets hit by the punch and throws

another kick at him. Tucker gets hit by the kick and he

throws Glowface onto the platform.

Glowface leaps off of the platform and FIRES ELECTRICITY out

of his mouth at Tucker. Tucker dodges the electricity blast

Trudy swings her Eskrima sticks at Glowface hitting him in

the shoulders, head, and chest.

Glowface knocks their sticks out of her hands causing the

sticks to roll off of the edge of the platform and falls

towards the ground.

Glowface punches Trudy in the face and blocks a kick from

Tuesday and throws her onto Trudy.
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Truman’s forehead starts to SWEAT while TYPING onto the

control panel.

TUCKER XANDER

How are youdoing on the countdown

son?

TRUMAN XANDER

Not good dad.

TUESDAY XANDER

You better stop that countdown soon

before the world becomes sick.

Tuesday gets hit by Glowface. Tucker FIRES a LASER out of

his necktie hitting Glowface at his glass helmet dome,

causing his helmet to CRACK even more.

Tucker continues FIRING LASERS out of his necktie at

Glowface. Glowface dodges the laser fire and comes up to

Tucker and pulls his necktie off of his shirt. Glowface

throws the necktie off of the platform making fall towards

the ground. Tucker gets mad at Glowface.

TUCKER XANDER

That was a perfect necktie you

jerk. It goes great with my suit.

Tucker throws a knee strike at Glowface hitting him in the

chest and pushes him away from him. Tucker throws a tornado

kick at Glowface hitting him in the head. Glowface FIRES

ENERGY out of his hands at Tucker.

Tucker ducts the attack and throws an uppercut punch at

Glowface hitting him in the chest. Trudy throws a kick at

Glowface hitting him in the chest and throws another kick at

Glowface. Glowface blocks the kick at throws her onto

Tuesday, knocking both of them onto the platform.

Truman continues to type onto the control panel.

CLOSE UP: CONTROL PANEL

The Countdown on the control panel screen continues to

COUNTDOWN. The panel said 10 seconds on the screen.

RETURN TO SCENE

TRUMAN XANDER

Stop Counting Down, stop counting

down!!!

Truman BANGS his fist onto the control panel. Suddenly the

countdown stops at 1. Truman smiles with relief.
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TRUMAN XANDER

Guys, I did. I did !!!

Glowface throws a punch at Tucker. Tucker blocks the punch

and throws a punch at Glowface, hitting him in the glass

dome. Tucker throws a leg sweep onto Glowface, knocking him

down onto the platform.

TUCKER XANDER

that’s my boy.

TRUDY XANDER

I’m so proud of you.

TUESDAY XANDER

It’s about time.

Glowface stands up from the platform and goes into his

fighting stances.

GLOWFACE

You stopped the countdown...But you

won’t stop me!!!

Truman FIRES STICKY SLIME out of his soaker at Glowface’s

feet. Glowface struggles to get his feet out of the slime.

TUCKER XANDER

Come on family. LEt’s take this

fishbowl head down.

IN SLOW MOTION the Xanders run at Glowface. Truman leaps

into the air and throws a flying jump at Glowface hitting

him in his glass dome helmet, causing his helmet to CRACK.

Tuesday throws a kick at Glowface hitting him in his glass

dome making it CRACK even more.

Trudy throws a jump kick at Glowface hitting him at his

glass dome helmet making it CRACK even more.

Tucker SCREAMS and throws a punch a Glowface hitting him in

his glass dome helmet SHATTERING it into pieces. END OF SLOW

MOTION. Glowface falls backward from the blow from Tucker’s

punch.

RETURN TO SCENE

TUCKER XANDER

(to Glowface)

Like I said Glowface. We are the

X’s. Spies of S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R.
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TRUDY XANDER

Tucker...We did it.

TUESDAY XANDER

Totally dad we saved the world.

TRUMAN XANDER

This is the best day ever for us

The Xanders all go in for a group hug. THRILLING ACTION

CLASSIC MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Glowface slowly reaches out

for his belt buckle and presses a button on it, causing it

to BEEP.

Suddenly an EXPLOSION comes out from the bottom of the Burj

Khalifa.

Suddenly the Xander’s feel the SHAKING of the building.

TUESDAY XANDER

Was that the building moving?

Suddenly the Burj Khalifa start to TIP OVER to the right.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DUBAI BURJ KHALIFA

People on the streets below run from their lives as the Burj

Khalifa starts to fall.

RETURN TO SCENE

Back on the platform Glowface SLIDS off of the platform and

falls towards the ground. The Xanders are holding onto the

platform of the Burj Khalifa as if continues to falls

towards the ground.

TRUMAN XANDER

I guess this is the end of us.

TUESDAY XANDER

This isn’t the end for us...Right?

TRUDY XANDER

Looks like it is.

TUCKER XANDER

I just wanted to say that I love

you all very much.
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The Xanders slid off of the platform. HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC

IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly a S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet comes and

OPENS its glass dome, causing the Xanders to fall into the

jet. The jet BLAST off away from the falling building, as it

CRASHES onto the ground, causing DUST and DEBRIS to cover

the grounds.

CUT TO

INT/EXT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET SKIES OVER DUBAI

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R JET

The Xanders all fall into the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet, with

Tucker landing in the front seat next to Head Agent and

Trudy, Tuesday, and Truman landing in the back.

TUCKER XANDER

Mr.A you saved us.

MR.A

I certainly did. Great work on your

first mission. You’ve defeated

Glowface and S.N.A.F.U. Other

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents are looking

for Glowface on the ground as we

speak, but right now let’s go back

to base.

SKIES OVER DUBAI.

The S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R Jet BLAST off back to the base. The

Burji Khalifa CRASHES down onto the ground.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DUBAI BURJ KHALIFA

In the streets of Dubai, the people are all in the dust and

SIRENS come out of nowhere. Glowface is on the ground laying

facedown.

CLOSE UP: GLOWFACE’S HAND

Glowface squeezes his fit in rage and MOANS in the process.

CUT TO
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INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS LOBBY (FLASHBACK)

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at the

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R headquarters, all of the other agents are

watching the TV where a news report is reporting the scenes

from today’s events.

On the TV the aftermath of the destruction of the Burj

Khalifa.

FEMALE NEWSREPORTER (V.O)

(TV)

Breaking News from Dubai a

terrorist plot has been foiled by

some unknown individuals who step

in and stop the spread of a

chemical attack, but from the

aftermath comes the destruction of

the Burj Khalifa. Police have

reported that the terrorist leader

has been MIA along with the

individuals. Where are they now?

Then the Xanders and Mr.A walk out of the open doors to the

elevators. The rest of the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents and GG all

CLAP for them with joy. The Xanders all smile with pride.

MR.A

3 cheer for the Xanders.

TUCKER XANDER

Please call us the X’s.

MR. A

The X’s now huh?

TUCKER XANDER

It sounds sweet.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(the X’s watches)

Congradulations on a job well done

X’s

TUCKER XANDER

(to his watch)

Thanks Homebase.

GG

(to Truman)

That’s amazing technology you have

their young man. Come back to the

headquarters anytime to work on

your gadgets.
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TRUMAN XANDER

Thanks GG

TUESDAY XANDER

(to her parents)

I think this adventure of ours will

work for a front-page story on the

school newspaper. With Mr.A’s

permission.

MR.A

(to Tuesday)

Of course you can. Just to make

sure that our indenities are kept a

secret.

Mr. A turns his attention to Trudy and Tucker.

MR. A

(to Tucker and Trudy)

Now, what do yo uthink about being

a spy family?

TRUDY XANDER

It does have its perks. But during

the fight with Glowface, Glowface

did cut my hair shorter.

TUCKER XANDER

I think it looks good on you.

TRUDY XANDER

Yes it does.

TRUMAN XANDER

Being a spy family keeps us

together.

TUESDAY XANDER

And it gives us something to do as

a family.

TUCKER XANDER

What my wife and my kids are say...

Tucker brings Trudy, Tuesday, and Truman to him.

TUCKER XANDER (CONT’D)

The X’s are here fulltime.

Mr.A smiles with joy and then the X’s, Mr.A, GG and all of

the othe S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R agents celebrate their victory.

FADE TO
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INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS LOBBY (5 MONTHS LATER)

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The elevator DOORS

OPEN and Tucker walks out of the elevator and walks through

the lobby. Tucker waves to other agents in the headquarters

while walking through it.

TUCKER XANDER

5 Months later, things are looking

up for us.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS CUBICALS

Tucker walks through the office area and walks into his

cubical. He sits down at his deck and OPENS his briefcase.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

For me and my wife, we both are

working at the S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HQ.

CUT TO

INT. S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R HEADQUARTERS TRAINING AREA

In the training area, Trudy is training the new agents in

the training area. Trudy wraps her right arm around an

agent’s neck and locks him in a chokehold. The agent tapes

his hand onto Trudy’s arm making Trudy to let go of the

agent.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Trudy is training new agents,

teaching them advance material arts

THe agent in training sites back dow onto the floor while

rubbing his neck.

CUT TO

INT. LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS

In a local high school, dozens of students are taking out

the school’s newspaper out from the bin.

Some of the other students are reading the newspaper in the

hallway and they are all talking about it.
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Tuesday walks down the hallway with a smile on her face.

Some of the students come up to Tuesday to ask about her

paper.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

For Tuesday her front-page story

for her school’s newspaper was a

big hit.

CUT TO

INT. GIFTED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE CLASSROOM

Truman is back in the Gifted Elementary School. A bunch of

kids are surrounding Truman who is welding a laser.

TRUMAN FIRES the LASER at a watermelon cutting it in half.

The other students CLAP and CHEER for Truman.

The Scientist Teacher smiles and writes down onto his

clipboard.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

And as for Truman, he returns to

his gifted school with

S.U.P.E.R.I.OR paying for the

school’s fee.

CUT TO

EXT. THE X’S HOUSE DRIVEWAY

The family car DRIVES into the driveway. They exit out of

the car and CLOSE the doors behind them.

The Next Door Neighbor waves his hand in the air while

mowing the lawn at them. They wave their hands back at the

next-door neighbor.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

And we even got out house

remodeled.

OVER HEAD SHOT: THE X’S HOUSE

An overhead shot shows the X’s house is in a shape of an X

with a pool in the backyard.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

In a shape of an X, and as a bonus

we got a pool.
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CUT TO

INT. THE X’S HOUSE DINING ROOM EVENING

In the dining room, Tucker is sitting at the head of the

table, Tuesday is sitting on the left side of the table and

Truman is sitting at the right of the table. Trudy walks

into the dining room with a bowl of mashed potatoes in the

middle of the table with the other bowls. She puts the bowl

of potatoes in the middle of the table.

Trudy sits down at the end of the table.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Looks like our lives are now

getting back on track.

The X’s raises their glasses and they CLING their glasses

together. Suddenly the ALARM RINGS. ACTION SPY CLASSICAL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

HOMEBASE (V.O)

(speakers)

Attention Xs S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R has a

mission for you.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

With a twist.

Tucker stands up from the table.

TUCKER XANDER

To the X Jet.

CUT TO

INT. THE X’S SECRET UNDERGROUND GROUND GARAGE

The X’s enter into the underground garage where there are

dozens of other spy vehicles. The X’s runs up to the X Jet.

CUT TO

INT. THE X JET

The X’s enter into the X jet with Tucker and Trudy in the

front of the jet and Tuesday and Truman are in the back of

the jet.
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TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

Like I said before...

Tucker presses a button STARTING the X jet.

CUT TO

EXT.THE X’S BACKYARD EVENING

The pool of the backward PULLS OPEN and the X Jet BLASTS OFF

out through the secret hatch to the underground garage and

BLAST OFF into the NIGHT SKY.

TUCKER XANDER (V.O)

....We’re the X’s.

S.U.P.E.R.I.O.R’s greatest spy

family.

The Jet BLAST OFF through the skyrockets in front of the

full moon where the Jet forms a GIANT X in front of the

moon.

THE END


